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I am a candidate for re-elec

tion to the legislature on my

VOTE FOR CHARLES A. EMERY

■ i

iv

l o i

'iii

On that record, not on

other

do I seek re-election.

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

I did my share of the work

in

For County Treasurer

the

Kennebec

Bridge Bill

and Resolve. Through my per
sonal

Kockland High ocliool Has Another
—Haw Members Will Attend Other SdlOolt ‘hu^ Att^vening*1’hund^r**
and Colleges; Also Five Post Graduates.
blue frooked tollers will turn from
The second graduation lo be held
! in tlie auditorium of the Rockland
High School building took place
Thursday evening before an audience
which taxed the capacity of the big
hall, ami which continually regis
tered its enthusiastic approval of the
program.
With all of the participants doing

efforts the County tax

was lessened by $24,060 (Legis

IN PRIMARY ELECTION, JUNE 21, 1926

lative Record, pp. 441-2), there1
by relieving Rockland from the

To the Republicans of Knox County: —

payment of almost $9000
RODNEY I. THOMPSON

I take this opportunity to direct your attention to the fact that I
am a candidate for the nomination of County 1 reasurer on the Re
publican ticket in the Primary Election to be held June 21, 1926.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

If your personal effects are
worth taking on your vacation, surely they are worth
protecting.
The experi
enced traveler
value of

I have always been a Republican, this being the first public office
sought, and I respectfully solicit your support at the polls which will
be greatly appreciated.

We’d like to explain this in
expensive protection to you.

Your Baggage
1

Insurance

E. C. MORAN & CO.
AGENTS

425 Main Street

Rockland

CHARLES A. EMERY,

Albert Winslow
“The proof of the pudding is in the eat
ing thereof.'*

Rockland, Maine.
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He will appreciate your

Memorial services for the late As
sociate Justice Bird will he held in
the Supreme Court room in Portland
next Tuesday at 2 p. m. standard
time.

vote in the Register of

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

day. Polls open at noon;

Deeds contest next Mon

close at 9 P. M.

OF THE

COUNTY OF KNOX
As 1 am a candidate for
Sheriff, on the Republican
ticket, and believing that
the voters are entitled to
know just how an Aspirant
stands on imtters pertain
ing to the office for which
he is a candidate, I wish to
state, that should I win the
nomination and election, I
could enter upon the duties
of the office without being
in any way handicapped,
as 1 have not made a pro
mise to any man, clique or
faction.

FOR

This program was presented:

AS REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATURE

COUNTY
TREASURER

i
A lifelong Republican,

resident of

Rockland

for 38 years and in

Class of 1926
Invocation,
The Rev. Benjamin I’. Browne
Chorus—Lotely Night ..................... Offenback
Class of 1926
Salutatory,
Katherine Veazie
Address,
Norman Waldron
Poem,
Wilbur Frohoek
Violin Solo—Concerto No. 8 ................... Rode
John Jameson
Class Oration,
Arthur Orne
Class History.
Cliarles Coughlin
The Jolly Blacksmith's hay
Selections by Male quartet.
The Wayside Cross
Oliver Rollins, Roland Kackliff, John
McLoon, Francis Merchant
Valedictory,
Avle Brawn
Awarding of Diplomas,
Mayor James F Carver
Class Ode- Words by Esther Fern a Id,
■Class of 1926
Selection by Mart* quartet • Farewell Song,
Oliver Rollins, Roland Backlit I , John
McLoon, Francis Merchant
Benediction,
Jtev Walter S Rounds
March.

COUNTY
COMMISSIONER

years.

With a firm belief in

the future prosperity of
the city and its people,

• * • *

he pledges himself to

The Salutatory
To Katherine Veazie. daughter of
Fred T. Veazie, went this year the
distinction of being salutatorian and
of opening the commencement pro
gram. Ar ardent follower of athletic
sports, as well as successful in her
studies. Miss Veazie chose for her
subject "(Jills' Athletics,” and by way
of preface barked back to the olden
days when Greece was in iter splen
dor, and athletics, through the Olym
pic games, formed one of the chief
points of interest.
Tlie lest of athletics is three-foldphysical, mental and social. Every
one knows the advantage of having a

do all in his power to
further their interests.
I
GEORGE L. ST. CLAIR

And I would ask you to
consider, for a moment,
whether or not, a man, who
has been a Deputy Sheriff,
and actively engaged in the
enforcement of laws would
be in a better position to
keep the County clean.

lican voters of the County
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Fcr a partial term covering

THE VOTERS KNOW HIM

approximately three years, 1

have served as Knox County
Treasurer.

To those Repub

And the Better They Know Him the
Better They Like Him.

GEO. W. STARRETT
Warren, Maine

I

Served one term as County

who feel that my service has

Commissioner.

Now up for

justified my appointment for

Once before Mr. Hard

a full term, 1 present my plea

ing sought the office of

ord as sufficient reason why1

for support in the Primary

Sheriff.

The County was

you should vote for me in'

Election of June 21.

strongly Democratic, but

the

his

June 21, 1926.

Edward R. Veazie
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

popularity

him to within a few votes

G. K. MAYO
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT
AS LOW AS $25.00
Made in Any Style. Best Linings,
Trimmings and Workmanship
Tel. 304-J. 22 Masonic St. SS-tf

Republican

Primaries,

STRAND
WED.-THURS.
D. W. GRIFFITH'S

“HEARTS OF
THE WORLD”
With

of the goal.
him next

JETHRO D. PEASE

re-election. I submit my rec

brought

High School Orchestra

March,

30

business here for

EDWARD R. VEAZIE of Rockland

aMTADS
bead’’Scgsbis
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FOR

GEORGE L. ST. CLAIR

1 would ask you to con
sider, whether or not, hav
ing a candidate from the
northern part of the Coun
ty, would help balance the
ticket and thereby add
strength to our party in the
September election.

HOPE, MAINE

Overture,

VOTE FOR

1 believe in and pledge
myself to a fair, impartial,
honest and aggressive en
forcement of ALL laws.

I would also ask you to
investigate my record as
an officer, and should it
meet your approval, I ask
for your support.

j
so well, discrimination would not he
quite just, but there is probably no
one who will begrudge a little extra
word of praise for tlie class histor- i
ian. Charles Coughlin, whose delivery was an outstanding feature of
tlie exercises, and whose ingenious
presenting of Twenty-Six’s l.lography departed from the usual routine
of a class historian.
The adornment of the platform for
this occasion did not consist in be
decking it with great quantities of
dowers and vines, which are prone
to wilt before the hour arrives, hut
everybody aHmired the simple and
artistic panel effect shown by the
blue and white background and the
striking blue and white letters over
I tlm proscenium and which formed
the class motto—“Out of the Path,
1 Into the Highway.”
The Juniors, as usual did the dec
orating, and to Hie chairman. Miss
Evelyn Perry, and her assistants, a
I great deal of credit is due.
When
I the 79 students, attired in cap and
■gown, inarched to the platform the
i scene was one which tilled the be: holders with a sense of local pride.

j
j
i
.
!
:
■

Very respectfully yours,

TO THE VOTERS

work to enjoy a city dedicated to the
comfort of its people.
Long piers
will break the waterfront to provide
I for tall ships as they load, while
broad streets and parkways, bordered
by shady trees, will he evidences of
prosperity and community good taste.
The future of Rockland lies in tlie
hands of every one of its citizens.

strong body, fit to cope with the
labor and exertions of the day. A
man could he a giant in stature, yet
this without the mind directing it
would oe of little value. So the next
phase is tlie menial effect of ath
letics. it is a psychological fact that
the mind is more alert when the
body is ii. the best condition. Daily
exercise, fresh air and sleep, while
seeming to affect only our bodies,
really react upon us mentally.
However, these two effects are
beneficial only to the individual while
the third -social—will result in a
benefit to the community as well.
This develops the spirit of fair play,
co-opera tion ami good sportsman
ship. These characteristics, learned
as play, in school, will carry over Into
a person’s social life, and when he
becomes older he will co-operate
with his neighbors, his church and
h^s community. In view of these
outstanding virtues of athletics, the
High School would be negligent in
deed if we did not consider them and
their effect upon our students.
Miss Veazie commended the recent
organization of the Girl Scouts as a
step in ihe right direction and
wanted to know why the High School
| itself should not co-operate and take
1 charge of this phase of activity. She
also expressed the opinion that there
should he a full time coach for tlie
■girls—not alone in the High School,
i hut for the schools of the city.

Supt. Ernest L. Toner, Who Has
Lived Up To the Good Words Said I
For Him.
j

I ourist Baggage

Assuring you that in the event of my nomination and subsequent
election, I will perform the duties of the office to the best of my ability,
I am,
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l

a

I zoning, now receiving so much ut! tention all over the country.
I “]t is my hope." said Mr. Orne,
o
e i
a
•
"that the city will not only he well
buccesslul Graduation planned, but beautiful and prosper-

DIPLOMAS

own record, not on that of an

a promise to try to make one,

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Volume 81.................. Number 73.
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In order to enable you to judge my qualifications for the office in
an intelligent manner, I submit the following information: 1 have had
a thorough training and twenty-five years practical business experi
ence, having been associated with manufacturing corporations for
many years as accountant, and as agent for the Charles El. Berry
Estate of Rockland, which position 1 hold at present. I am also
Auditor and Clerk of the Board of Directors of the Fireproof Garage
Company of Rockland, and treasurer and a director of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce and the Rockland Community Chest Associ
ation, Inc.

Nominate
LILLIAN and DOROTHY

Monday and

GISH

you will put a winner on

The Biggest Picture Ever

the ticket.

Made
FRANK F. HARDING
of Thomaston

Saturday
Issue

A Romance of the World’s War

The Class History
All the world’s a farm and all the
men and women merely little plants,
paraphrased Charles Coughlin in the
opening of his class history and the
bgure oi speech found very clever
evolution as he carried his interested
hearers through the four yean which
had just < nded.
Four years ago last September, the
little plants having outgrown all the
care of the progressive horticultur
ists of the McLain plot were trans
planted 100 strong, and among .‘too
other plants in that Paradise built
in 186S, having for their careful
guide het ladyship, Miss Anna E.
Goughlin. Four hundred overgrown
plants ir. a garden plowed for 200.
These e’ass officers were elected:
Charles Coughlin president. Ruth
Stevenson vice president, Martha.
Wasgatt secretary and Roland Rackllff treasurer. Frohoek. the heani stalk went out for baseball, only to
! w^t at the wayside. He afterward
recovered and became certified Al.
' Fhe English class edited a newtangled magazine, containing a mod
ern history of Rockland ghost stories
and poems. The biggest feature of
♦ * * *
the year was the super-genius dia
“Literary Maine”
logue written by the class and di
Maine’s prowess in the literary rected by Katherine Veazie.
world found a worthy booster in
The Junior year was not a letter
Norman Waldron, son of Sumner S. year at football, basketball or base
Waldron. His essay was not only in- ball, but Demmons got a letter in
teresting. hut a model of conciseness. football. Athletics now fell into the
Tlie literary history of the State hands of a new director, Phil Joges
may he said to have begun 16 years and things commenced to hum as
before the Mayflower touched these that etuidy one sat on the threshing
shores. Ii was in 1604 that the De machine and the chaff began to fly
.Monts expedition of 80 men estab right and left. It was about the last
lished itself on an island in tlie St. of March this year when ground was
Croix River and a paper called “Mas- broken for the new building and on
ter william” was composed by some June 18, 1924, when the members of
uf the younger members. Not lung the class passed for the last time
after this the native-born of Maine through the door of the old landmark
began to write. John Crowne, poet
and dramatist, born in 1640, was
probably the first. After an interim
of a century we come to Stephen
Sewall, author of many works in
ancient tongues, and at this time
appeai^ol the first volume of Maine
poems, written by Eliza True and
entitled ‘‘The Amaranth.’’ l^ongfellow became the greatest of American
poets.
In the field of humor Maine has
had two national la ugh-makers of
the last generation—Edgar or “Bill”
Nve and Charles Farrar £3rowne, or
“Artemus Ward.”
In al! other types of literature
Maine has been well represented—
Elijah Kellogg, foremost author of
boys’ books; Frank Munsey, who
revolutionized the magazine world;
Samuel F. Smith, author of “My
Country. Tis of Thee;’’ Harriet
Beecher Stowe, author of Uncle
Tom’s Cabin; Kate Douglas Wiggln,
Sarah Orne Jewett, Edwin Arlington
Robinson, Lincoln Colcord, and final
ly one ftom our own city, Edna St.
Vincent Millay.
♦ * * *

Elmer R. Verrill Who Has Success
fully Completed His First Year As
Girls are prone to carry off class
Principal of Rockland High School.
honors when it comes to the writing
of poetry. But not so this year, for
Wilbur Frolmck was chosen by his which had served so well and was be
classmates and how well he ac loved by many.
quitted himself may be seen in the
In the sunny days of September the
following meritorious production:
students returned for their Junior
year—not to that old paradise of for
Before us yawns the deep -abyss,
mer days but to the Congregatlon.dI eliiitd, tlo awful precipice ;
Down comes the storm, by fierce winds blown, 1st, Baptist, Universalist and Meth
The sky ?.; dark, we are alone
odist Churches. Not to their care
taker anu guide of the first two y» trs,
To right rums failures river deep.
but to their new principal. Alden \V.
To left the age old quicksands creep.
It seems our little path ends here
Allen. Frohoek, McLocqi, Demmons
Nor have w aught to calm our fear.
and Fifield matured as letter men in
i
football, find about this time Frohoek
We falter Is there In this laud
became a poet. Hockey came into
Nu one to lift a helping hand?
We dare tu , wait, we must not stay,
the limelight, introduced by “Buck
1 We must b< upward on our way.
wheat” McLoon, formerly of Choate.
The class was also represented in the
We have me hope, it Is to bridge.
Some danger tu a higher ridge
squad by Robert Ikns.
Merchant
Where we are tn'd that we shall see
blossomcn as a cheer leader and won
Adventure s highway broad and free.
an unenviable name in the realm of
basketball.
Helen Coltart, Lucille
We dare tlie venture and the hill
Seems lower than our rising will.
Hodgkins and Peggie Egan made a
One monunt danger grips our feet.
good appearance in girls basketball.
The next the solid earth they meet.
The year was saddened by the pass
ing of Phyllis A’elson. Tlie class had
We reach tic* highway—looking back
j We see no dangers on our track.
the honor of opening the new Gym
The storm that seemed to us so dread
with the first social. Frohoek, Fifield
Is gone. A rainbow shines instead
and McLoon represented the class In
The gravest perils that we saw
baseball and displayed wonderful
Were hut a lesson whence we draw
basketball.
A heartening'. Inspiring truth
In the fall of 1925 the class came
No danger It: too great for Youth.
back as dignified Seniors, ami with
Then onward! On the broad highway
Elmer R. Verrill as the new |£incipal.
To meet our battles, Come what may,
The first event of the year was a
O (Jod of Battle, help us then
Senior party, the very first of its
To fight and win—or die—like men
kind, the feature of the evening being
Hail () Adventure, you we know
the elaborate entertainment given by
To be a great, a worthy foe,
the Senior Vaudeville Co. The foot
Ours is the world, the sea, the skies.
ball season started with McLoon as
For in ourselves the future lies.
captain and Frohoek and Fifield also
representing the class.
The team
“Future Rockland”
was light but fast and won the Knox
Lincoln championship. The
. A vision of Rockland as lie would and
like lo see il, and as we would all Commercial Club, under the leader
like to see it was presented by ship of Walter Edward Richardson
Arthur K. Orne, son of Mr. and Mrs. (Henry Ford's side partner) gave a
j Arthur L. Orne, and no number on Halloween social. Principal Verrill
the progiam received closer atten introduced a new subject which went
tion than this young man’s thought
ful essay.
(Continued on Page Two)
W hen we speak of resources where
can more of litem he found than
here in “The Naples of America?” YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The harbor, with its protecting
“Whatever your occupation may be. and
breakwater, is like a great door, only
to be opened and it will lead to the however crowded your hours with affairs, do
not fall to secure at least a few minutes
treasure of which commerce holds every day for refreshment of your Inner lift
the key.
If the community Is to with a bit of poetry.—Charles Eliot Norton.
benefit from these legacies we must
SIC VITA
set to work on two main lines—first
Heart free, hand free.
to conserve the wealth which has
Bio*
1
above,
brown under.
been given us; second to exploit it
All the world to me
and make it yield dividends. The
Is a place of wouder.
Sun shine, moon shine,
resources must he exploited, not only
Stars, ami winds a-blowing.
in print, but by the citizens per
All into this heart of mute
sonally. Build smooth highways, find
Flowing, flowing, flowing '.
each year will renew Rockland’s
Ml ad free, step free.
prosperity with an influx of summer
Days to follow after.
visitors.
Jots or life sold to me
A beautiful city is not one in which
For the price of laughter.
buildings have been placed at ran
Gin’s love, man’s love,
Lcne of work and duty.
dom. without regard to surround
Jus: a will of Cod’s to prove
ings or architectural beauty. A cure
Beauty, beauty beauty '
for this condition is tlie plan of city
— William Slinky Bralthw.iite,
The Class Poem

Page Two
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MONDAY’S

DIPLOMAS

PRIMARY

’BURPEE FURNITURE CO.’

ELECTION

TWO ATTRACTIVE SPECIALS

THREE-TIMES-A.WEEK
(Continuad from Page 1)
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, Maine, June 19, 1926.
Ptnoually appeared Frank 3 Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he la pressman In the
eflee of The Courler-Oanette. and that of

the Issue of this luipcr of June IT, 1926 there 1
was printed a total of 6477 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B

MILLER,

Notary Public.

Cast thy burden upon tile Lord, and
he shall sustain thee: he shall never
suffer ihe righteous to be moved.—
T.sa. 55:22.

The copy of the official ballots of
the State Primary printed upon the
eighth page of this issue contains
the Information which the voters of
Knox County will require for their
guidance at the polls the coming
Monday.
Upon the Democratic
ticket there is presented but the
single candidate for each of the of
fices. excepting the one instance
of Representative to Legislature
from the class of Appleton. Cam
den and Hope.
The Republican
ticket furnishes seven cases In which
choice is offered between two can
didates—for Governor and for State
Auditor; and for the county offices
of Register of Deeds, Treasurer.
Sheriff, Commissioner, and Rockland
Representative to Legislature.
It is
the business of the voters to make
from these lists selection of the can
didates whose names shall appear in
the election next September.
The
Primary is an important feature of
the machinery under which our elec
tions arc conducted and in the spirit
of civic patriotism every man and
woman should regard it as an obli
gation to take part in it.

under tin- name of Senior Review,
and took up almost everything from
I CzecliH-s aivakla to Darwin's theory of
evolution. The most important event
of the fall term was the dedication
of flic new High School building, in
charge oi the Parent-Teacher Asso
ciation. Tlie basketball team was a
success with its lenders. Captains
Merchant and
Lucille Hodgkins.
Frohock and Ollie were the boys
from this class and Coltart and Egan
were the girls. Other features of the
Senior year were the publication of
Tlie Cauldron ("The book of boiling
fat") and the Senior play, netting
$200.
BUWlFSIWlCinTlIB
"Various classes of former years
boast of their Benners and Flana
gans" sah. Ilie historian, in conclu
For every kind
sion. "Iiul we uphold three Andersons. In these days of nobbed hair
of a vacation
we have two Barbours: a Day and a
Knight: a Moody girl anil a Garnet
that any kind of a Boy
boy: a radio bug Smith and a sixcan think of—
cylinder Flint. There Is no need to
advertise J0I111 Paul Jameson known
We have the very kind of out
from Tea Krttle Hill to the Marsh as
a ft. at violin.”
of school clothes.
....

The ’’happy go lucky" trousers
and sweaters.

The Valedictory

Conant. Lena K. Sargent. Rita M.
Calderwood. Raymond I’. Bowden.
Ralph A. Hanna. Doris L. Black,
Harlan E. Atherton, Marion H. Nor
ton. Marion Holt, Miriam Willis,
Ruth H. Wittimore, Ruth B. ’Spear,
Ruth Thomas, Ellis (I. Thayer. Alpheus L. Whittlmore. Ethel Mus
grave. Phillip A. Jones and Tullia
Jewett.
Tribute to the faculty would not
lie complete without a reference to
Supt. Ernest L. Toner. When he came
here a year ago all who met him
were impressed with a sense of his
capability, and tlie developments of
tlie year have proven that this esti
mate was correct.
Twenty-three of the 79 graduates
are to seek tlie higher education and
nothing could be more eloquent of
the efficiency of Rockland schools
than the fact that witli a solitary
exception these students are going
into the higher institutions without
examinations.
The list follows:
Arlene Anderson. Castine Normal.
John McLoon. Bowdoin
Charles Coughlin. I’, of M.
Katherine Veazie, V. of M.
Norman Waldron. Bowdoin.
Ruth Clark. Gorham Normal.
Eleanor Bird. Abbott Academy.
.Arthur Orne. Bowdoin.
Vera Studley, Lassell Seminary.
Avie Brawn. Colby.
Clifton Cross. V. of M.
Helen Yerrlll, Bates.
Louise Anderson. Nasson Institute.
Dana Cummings. Gorham Normal.
Henry Day. Lynn General Electric.
Wilbur Frohock. Brown.
Nellie Snow. Wheaton.
Mary Holbrook. Gorham Normal.
Helen Coltart. Gorham Normal.
John Anderson, Lynn General Elec
tric.
Cecil Winslow.
Lynn
General
Electric.
Kathleen Haskell, Gorham Nor
mal School.
Pauline Beal, Gorham
Normal
School.
post graduates who will attend
college are: Richard Reed ’23. C. of
M.: Carl Herrick ’25. F. of M.. Jo
anna Patterson '25. Wheaton: Bar
bara Wiggin ’25. Wheaton. Chauncey
Stuart ’25. Gordon.

Democrats Have Only One Contest, But the Republicans
Have Plenty To Keep Them Interested.
Tlie biennial primary election con
test In Knox County will he held
next Monday, with tlie pulls opening
at 12 noon and closing at 9 p. ill. As
usual the returns will be tabulated
at till* office, but as the lines will
lie very busy from 9 to 11 in tlie col
lection of the news it is hoped that
inquirers will call at tlie office in
person, if possible.
Tlie Republicans have numerous
contests, and interest will center
very largely on that ticket.
Tlie
anvass for the governorship nomi
nation has been a very heated one,
mil with the prospect that Gov.
Brewster will lie renominated. Major
Thayer was making considerable
headway until ills declaration that
lie voted the Democratic, ticket two
years ago. and should refuse to vote
for Gov. Brewster this year provided
lie iThayer) failed of nomination in
the primaries. Eveiywliere are heard
expressions of disapproval of this po
sition lie ha® taken.
in the emmty ticket proper there
are four contests, and one for rep
resentative to Legislature.
in pur
suance of its usual custom Tlie Cou
rier-Gazette has refrained from tak
ing sides on the primary contests.
The candidates are all good men. and
this paper will use its best efforts to
see that the winners of next Mon
day's contests are elected in Septem
ber.
The one Democratic contest con
cerns tlie nomination of .» candidate
for representative to Legislature
from the class towns of Camden. Ap
pleton and Hope,
Tlie candidates
are Oscar H. Emery of Camden and
Charles 11. Plummer of Appleton.
The one representative contest on
the Republican ticket Is between
George L. St. Clair of tlie firm of St.
Clair & Allen, and Rodney 1. Thomp
son. attorney.
Follows the complete list of can
didates:
'

Starrett, Warren; Edwin S. Vose,
Cushing.
w
Representatives -George L. St.
Clair. Rockland: Rodney I. Thomp
son, Rockland; Hollis H. Gilchrist.
Thomaston; Samuel E. Norwood.
Warren: Robert D. Thurston, Ap
pleton; James Riley, St. George.
Democrat
Governor—Ernest L. McLean, Au
gusta.
Stale Auditor—Bradford C. Redonnett, Wiscasset.
Representative
to
Congress—
Charles M. Starbird. Auburn.
State Senator—Miller B. Hobbs,
Hope.
Register of probate—Henry H.
Payson. Rockland.
County Treasurer—John L. Tew ks
bury, Camden.
i
Register of Deeds—Albertus W.
Clarke. Rockland.
Sheriff—Arthur V. Patterson, Vi
nalhaven.
County Attorney—Ensign Otis,
Rockland.
County Commissioner—John B.
Crockett, North Haven.
Representatives—F. A. Richardson,
liocklanil: Herbert N. Brazier, Ruckport; Osaar H. Emery, Caniden;
Charles H. Plummer, Appleton; Al
bert J. Raw-ley. St. George.

You should be interested in the two bargains we
list below. Very extra quality and low prices.

Hammock Outfit

$32.00
Extra heavy canvas, blue and
gray stripe. Standard and awn
ing to match.
A very high
grade hammock that will stand
the weather. It does not pay
to buy a cheap hammock.

Mahogany Chair Covered

with Needle-Point Tapestry
This beautiful chair is a wonderful
value. It is of genuine mahogany, fin
ished a deep shade of brown. A chair
that is well worth $50.00. We make a
price of—

$32.00

Tlie coveted honor to which all
ambitious High
School students
aspire Is the valedictory, and this
The “don't care whether school
<$^Aafa;:agcaayat;ooc3c«coont."<acoao:aMct»auci30g.ic?jot;qfiiaraquo<
• year it was bestowed upon Avie
keeps or not" shirts and neck I Brawn, daughter of Mrs. Gerude
Brawn.
She
the
chose
wear.
fitting subject "Growth of Education'
nil handled it in a manner which did
Clothes for camping—or cad
justice to her prominent position on
ROCKLAND — MAINE
dying.
the program.
in the cloister of a weather-beaten
REFRIGERATORS. ALL SIZES. FROM $13.00 UP
Ideas for every member of the
monasteiy, a few centuries ago real
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD FURNITURE FOR NEW
gang that a regular lie-boy edueatior had its birth, tlie hoys be
ing laugh* seven arts—grammar, dia
wants for his vacation.
lectics. rhetoric, music, arithmetic,
geometry and astronomy. Ill the
Look at the time ahead of you
castle the boys were taught to ride,
swim, box, play chess and make
—then come and see us.
erses. Tlie rod ruled with impartial
A square peg won’t fill a
Khaki Knickers, $1.25, $1.50 severity. Antagonism and hatred ex
isted between teacher and pupil. No
round hole
The sound of the High School
Linen Crash Knickers, $2.00 thought was given to physical train
ing or inoral character.
graduate, the dominant and joyous
If you think fur one minute that
These forms of education began to
Republican
note of the present week throughout
Khaki Long Pants,
$2.00
a rented house will continue to fill
winillc and just before the RenalsKnox County, lias delighted the ear
Governor—Ralph
O.
Brewster, your ideal of a true home, you arc
ance vanished entirely. A new sys
Khaki Shorts,
$1.25, $1-75
Portland; Arthur L. Thayer, Ban deceiving yourself.
of old and young alike—the old be
tem of learning arose, and universigor.
cause of the memories it awakens of
ties and academies
sprang up
Genuine homes are built w’ith sav
Grey Worsted Camp Jerseys,
State Auditor—Elbert D. HayforiL
throughout Europe.
From tlie hard labor and
far-off happy days, the young be
ST.
JOHN'S
DAY
Farmingdale; Edwin
J.
Morrill. ings.
S2.50
'Hie old college differed greatly from
thrifty habits of honest workers,
cause of their present participation
Soutli Portland.
OPENS
ours, in that it was divided into two
Reitreacnlatlve to Congress— Wal they rise as a fitting reward.
in the ceremonies of an expectant
Slipons,
$3 50, $4.00, $5.00 parts, one for higher learning and one Claremont Cominandery Is
lace H. White. Jr.. Lewiston.
looking forward to that early day
for lower. The first real awakening
YOU should lie planning for a
Ready For Belfast and State Senator—Zclnia M. Dwinai. home of your own.
ame about 1830. Tlie first normal
Collar Attached Shirt,
when they too shall come to share
Camden.
school was established in 1830. and
The first step is thrift. Save your
in tlie ceremony that ends the first
Vinalhaven Guests.
Register of Probate—Charles L.
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 immediately foMowing this came
money. Deposit it in this safe in
ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS—
Veazie.
Rockport.
school lustrum and opens the door to
public schools and academies.
stitution.
Claremont
Cominandery.
K.
T.,
is
County
Treasurer
—
Charles
A.
Em

Neckties,
50c
the thrilling experiences of what
In modern school discipline two .
If anything stands in your way.
COURSES IN SECRETARIAL SCIENCE,
main factors are carefully considered completing plans for St. John's Day. ery. Rockland; Edward il. Veazie,
they regard as the life wortli while.
sweep it aside.
—the school as a health factor and when it will entertain Palestine Rockland.
We are glad that good weather at
Register of
Deeds—Willmr
I’.
haracter formation. One ivni»edi* Cominandery of Belfast anil De\ alois
TEACHERS’ TRAINING, CIVIL SERVICE,
Strong. Thomaston: Albert Winslow,
Start NOW.
tended upon the various events and
ment is the inability or unwillingness
Cominandery of Vinalhaven.
The Rockland.
that the registration of success lias
of parents to understand the need of '
Sheriff—Frank F. Harding. Thom
AND BOOKKEEPING
educating their children. Now. as following program has been i
ROCKLAND
characterized each graduation. Such
aston: Jethro I). Pease, Hope.
hundreds
of
years
ago
there
are
those
ranged:
Rockland,
Maine
events are the most thoroughly dem
County
Attorney—-Leonard
R.
unenlightened, self-satisfied people 10.00 Parade.
LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Campbell. Rockland.
ocratic of anything in the life of
Under the personal supervision of—
who say. “Well I never had an edu 12.30 Dinner.
County Commissioner—George W.
59-S-tf
Good
Clothes
these communities, for they include
cation: vliat is good enough for me 2.00 Ball Game—De Valois vs. Pal
is good enough for my children.” But
LENA K. SARGENT
every family upon a common equal
estine at Community Park.
is it? Times have changed. A man
TUTORING
4.00 Theatre Party at the Strand
ity and serve greatly to strengthen
Formerly connected with the Shaw Business College
or woman without education stands
The Knickerbocker Player.1the bonds of community good-fel
In Latin and French
very little chance in the present day
of Bangor
present "The First Year."
PRIMARY
VOTING
of making his or her mark in the
lowship.
MISS ETHEL CRIE, A. B.
0.30 Buffet Lunch at Masonic llall.
world. The knowledge which was
Band Concert, Post Office
Address 3 Lindsey St. Rockland, Me. Tel. 994-M
Batts '25
Vlust Be Confined To the necessary years ago will not suffice 7.15 Square. Massed Bands.
The general public is included in
today.
Tel. 304-J. 22 Masonic St. Tues-tf
8.15 Boxing Exhibition at the Ar
tlie invitation to the graduating ex
Party Whose Ballot You
* * * *
71-72
cade. featuring Bing Conley of
ercises of the training school for
The Class Ode
Lewiston anil Johnny Bartlett
Have.
nurses of the Knox County General
of Portland.
Tlie class ode was the well written
Hospital, which takes place next
These committee chairmen have
North Haven. June 18.
production of Esther Fernald. set to
Entertainment, Sir
tlie air "Queen of Night” (Erie been named:
Tuesday evening at Temple hall. Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Kniglit E. R. Veazie: parade. Sir
I want to ask a question through Meyer-Helmund). It follows:
The hospital is a public institution,
Knight William T. Flint: music. Sir
our paper.
Joyfully wh hail thia day.
supported by the citizens of Knox
Knight Charles 1.. Robinson: trans
Question: “What is the object of As steadily we go our way :
But
there
’
.;
a
thrill
of
sadness
lingers.
County and their friends and noth the enrollment?”
portation. Sir Knight Harry IlansThough ’tia joy thia day that brings us.
com: baggage. Sir Knight. Fred C.
Auswer: “To prevent voters from
ing would more gratify the manage
Dyer: refreshments. Sil- Knight Fred
as classmates now must sever.
ment than to see the hall filled on participating in the nomination of We
Friendships dear, perhaps forever;
C. Black; finance. Eminent Sir George
candidates of the opposite party.no more tlie well known ways.
this occasion, that the exercises of
W. Smith: decorations. Eminent Sir
That is what you said in your And
As new duties fill our days.
graduation might serve to illustrate Thursday paper. Take the instruc
J. A. Ilichan: reception, Eminent Sir
E. K. Gould.
to a large company of these sup tions of the enclosed ballot, how ti From the path we enter :Jie highway.
To seek our goal in field and byway :
Automobiles will lie furnished for
BENEFIT OF CHARITY FUND
porters some of the progressive vote—"add names by writing or past Faith an I courage everlasting.
all Sir Knights unable to march in
ing stickers in blank spaces and Honor we shall gain in striving.
phases of the hospital work.
This
tlie parade and for those who may
mark X to right of such names.”
is the second ceremony of gradua
Chorus:
desire to visit some special point of
Why could I not put a Democratic
Bleat
lie
tlie
tie
that
binds
our
hearts
to
interest.
tion of nurses, which now becomes name on the ballot?
childhood.
immediately following the boxing
Frank Beverage.
established as an annual custom.
Passing thr< ugh the wildwood.
exhibition all Sir Knights will as
[The reason this cannot be done is O'er hill and dale
The interesting program is to be fol
With tried devotion.
semble in Post Office Square. With
that the primary election is in reality Though
tlie tie be broken.
lowed by a reception and dance, in
massed Coniinaiiilcries anil massed
party caucus. If you are enrolled Courage will guide us on our future way.
bands the Sir Knights of Claremont
which all the guests will be desired
a Republican you are handed
will escort their guests to Tillson
to participate.
ballot containing the names of Re
Interspersing the program were Wharf.
publican candidates. Il' you are
nulslc features which directed atten
Lilacs in full bloom on June 19 in Democrat you are handed a ballot tion to tlie excellent results being
containing the names of Democratic obtained in that department of the
dicates the degree to which the com candidates. In the State election
city schools.
The selections by the
ing of summer has been delayed in Republican could vote for as many
MAIN BOUT
orchestra and quartet were particu
Democrats
as
he
liked,
and
a
Demo
this neighborhood.
larly well done, and the violin solo
DOUBLE SIX
rat could vote for as many Repub by Mr. Jameson revealed a talented
Means as he liked, but tlie Primary young player.
As a member of the Kennebec
election coniines tlie voter to bis own
Tlie ’group singing was directed by
Bridge Connnis. ion. George B. Wood
party.—Ed. J
Miss Ruth Thomas of Caniden. music
was well equipped to present to ills
director in tlie public schools: and
fellow
Kotarians at yesterday’s
Major General Mark I,. Hersey Miss Marion Marsli was accompa
of Lewiston
luncheon some of tlie interesting de
who recently became vice chairman
tails of the work soon to be under and executive director of the State nist.
To Mayor James F. Carver, himself
VS.
way at Bath. The bridge, lie said, of Muine Associates will visit Rock
will be of unusual character, a land next Tuesday anil speak in a graduate of the old Rockland
High, fell Ihe pleasing task of con
double-decker, with a 200-fixit sec
Strand Theatre after the afternoon
tion in the center constituting a di performance. "A bigger anil busier ferring the 79 diplomas which lie did
witli fitting words of congratulation
rect lift draw, rising dear 135 feel Maine" is tlie motto of tlie State o
permitting passage of tlie tallest ves Maine Associates—an organization and advice.
sels. This is similar to the draw
which is formed to link together all
the bridge at Kittery. The two-leve
The class roll follows:
f tlie associations and individual
of Portland
construction is particularly adapted that have been active in tlie Develop Elect! Ahlberg
Helena Huirtley
Willis
Hurd
to this situation, tlie Woolwich haul, Maine movement.
In the Interest Rutli Allen
John Jameson
of tlie liter being some 32 feet higher
Arleeu Anderson
f that fellowslilp. and in that devel
Alberta Kniglit
SEMI-FINAL
than the Bath stile, giving the bridge opnient. a large membership is de
John Anderson
Henrietta Libby
a one P’r cent grade and eliminating sired at the nominal fee of $1. Tilt, Dmise Anderson
Hugh Little
Lawrence Barbour
Bcrla Lord
cost of cutting hills. Disposing
State "f Maine Associates need
Irene Luuden
the contention that the bridge never your co-operation for four purposes Pauline Beal
Francis Merchant
Eleanor Bird
could be built at tlie authorized cost
Victor McKinney
tite need of more co-workers in a Avis Blacking!on
of $3,000,000. these hard and fast con
John
McLoon
common cause: tlie need f broader Htlnia Bradstreet
Avie Brawn
Mildred Moody
tract figures were quoted:
avenue of information: the need of Leonard Campbell
Arthur Orne
Substructure .......................
■ $]
more friends on whom to call: tlie Ruth Clark
Florence 1’hilbrook
I itii.nun
of Lewiston
Superstructure .....................
George
Phillips
Helen
Coltart
need
of
at
least
50.1106
Maine
Asso

160.nao
R K deck »Hd a|ipru»rlii - .
Charles Coughlin
George Quinn
ciates.
Tlie
question
now
arises:
S.'.t
Bath approsvh .............................
VS.
Roland Rackliffe
Cllfiwn Cross
'iT.n'iii Why do you want the State of Maine Kenfleih Daggett
Woolwich highway approach
Elizabeth Reed
Ijn.iMio
Cost engineering and boring
Anna Richardson
Associates?
And
the
answer
is
easy.
Dana
Cummings
20.Him
Woolwich right of way ............
Walter Richardson
Because Maine needs—more busi Henry Day
75 .mill
Bath rigl't of way ..................
Helen Robinson
Delmonico
ness everywhere, a survey industri Annie
William Rollins
Winifred Doherty
$2.:*79.69li ally. a survey agriculturally, a sur- George Dunn
Total
Anna Hharek
Ethel Sm-allev
Of this total cost of construction very recreationally. to know what Celia Dyer
Bertha Smalley
crops can l>e planted at a profit: ad Richard Dyer
the Main" Central R. R. is to pay
Olive Edwards
Kenneth Smith
per cent, a total of $1,650,000, divided vertising of real estate, farm, lands, Margaret Egan
of Livermore Falls
Nellie Snow
over a period of 5h years. The etc.: more Industries paying good Esther Fernald
Ruth Stevenson
A Glenwood will heat your home
Vera Studley
speaker dwelt In highly interesting wage: better transportation facili Foster Fifleld
Frederica Sylvester
with less fuel. Our price is com
ties: more retail business: better Wendell F.int
fashion upon details of tlie work
TWO PRELIMINARIES
Ruth Sylvester
Charles Freeman
pletely installed. Easy payments
tie done and said our people should market for produce: cleaner streets Wilbur Frohock
Donald Thomas
Between Local Boys
and
prettier
towns;
better
co
opera

John
Tyler
Veruley Garnett
lie riding over the liridge by Jan. 1
if you wish.
Donald Upham
tion and more mutallty: more im Anna Gordon
1928.
Guests present were Cap
Katherine Veazie
Gott
And Sailors from the
proved highways: your affection and Alma
Charles F. Dennis of Melrose. Mass
Helen Verrill
Harriet Grover
Furniture Co.
Ail of these Kathleen Haskell
and Glenn A. Lawrence.
A golf active good will.
Norman Waldron
Dry Navy
Martha Wasgatt
challenge from the Forty Club was tilings, and many others Gen. Hersey I.ucille Hodgkins
BING CONLEY
Rockland
Mary
Holbrook
Cecil
Winslow
will explain at next Tuesday after
accepted for Friday of next week.
*
JOHNNY BARTLETT
Carolyn Young
P
noon's meeting. Tlie public will also Muriel Hooper
BOXING
PROMPTLY
AT
8.00.
200 SEATS RESERVED FOR THE SIR KNIGHTS
liaye an opportunity to meet a World
A letter received by I'haile*
The
commencement
exercises
War hero who commanded a regular
Smalley from Galesburg, ill.
Reserved
Seats
$1.50
and
$2.00. Admission $1.00.
marked
the
climax
of
Ebner
R.
Yerpounce’s that Rev. Pliny A. Allen lia division Overseas, and who was sub
♦
tendered his resignation . - pastor o sequently in command of tlie First riH's first administration as princi
Tickets on sale at M. F. Weymouth's Store, RocklanJ; C. C. McDonald’s, Thomaston; Dougherty’s Fruit
pal of Rockland
High School.
the fnlversalist Church, and plans ti Corps Area of Coast Defense.
In tlie able handling of the school
Store, C.mden.
return to the Hast—possibly Maine
The Samoset Hotel opens today. tlie past year he has been assisted
a State ot which he is very fond. M
ELKS
CHARITY
FUND
COMMITTEE,
George W. Bachelder, Chairman
PARK
STREET
•
ROCKLAND
Ulen has also been’eonneeted with Amout 60 guests have arrived already by the following faculty: Charles C.
Utt
....
tlie department of religious educa and many more are expected next Phillips, sub principal: Afina 1-1.
Coughlin, Ethel L. Howard, Edna
week.
Lion at Lombard College.

BURPEE

FURNITUKE CO.

THE NEW

•? -

ROCKLAND
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
SEPTEMBER FIRST

Gregory’s

vA

SilLA
K

KS

Boxing Exhibition
ARCADE, ROCKLAND

St, John’s Day,

Install a

Glenwood Furnace
In Your Home

BING CONLEY

.

JOHNNY

BARTLETT
CANNON BALL

COTE

IRISH BARNEY

Price from $165 up

BURPEE

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

GRANT

1
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Every Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN!
COMING

NEIGHBORHOOD

Good Clothes

EVENTS

June 19 Limerock Valley 1’onion a Grange
uieets Ip Yinnlhavcn
June 21—Primary election.
Jtcie 21 Rockland High School Alumni
Association meets in High School Auditorium.
June 21 Opening of ('liildren’s Playground.
June 22 “The First Year” given by the
Knickerbocker Players, at Watts hall, Thom
aston.
June

24 —St.

John’s

Day

celebration

Look very much like the other kind when both
are new. So the safest way is to pick your store
before you pick your suit.

in

Ro< kland.
June 21 “The First Year.” at Camden
Oper.t House for Maine Com man dory K. T.
July 3—Thomaston—Anne-Varner- Baker
Co. at Methodist Church
July 3.17 Annual Encampment of 240th
Field Artillery at Fort Williams
July 5 Races at Knox Trotting Park.
July 19—Hundredth anniversary celebra
tion of Aurora Lodge. F. At A. M.
July 28 Rockport Mid‘Summer fair of
Baptist Church

Should our reputation for style and quality and
square dealing bring you here you will find good
values as well as good clothes.

*28.0010 *40.00

"The First Year” will be presented
in Watty hall, Tltomoston Tuesday
night.
/
____
Two grades from the Purchase
street school picnicked at Oakland
Park Thursday.

JACK 0’ LEATHER SUITS FOR BOYS
In all the new and attractive shades. No better
fitting or more durable suits for boys can be
found.

Miss Vivian Ludwig has recently
entered the employ of Attorney E. C.
Payson as stenographer.

Agents for

LAMSON & HUBBARD STRAW, SORT
AND STIFF HATS
AND HATHAWAY SHIRTS

Otis Parsons who was seriously In
jured while pointing a building re
cently, is improving rapidly and is
able to be out again.
Albert A. Keene of Boston, former
ly of this city, had a serious ill-turn
Thursday while traveling by trolley
from Portland to Lewiston.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge
serve children’s day at I. <>.
Tuesday from 3 to 5 p. m.
dren of (hid Fellows and
are invited.

‘

1

Complete lines of

MEN’S AND BOYS’ UNDERWEAR

will ob
O. F. hall
All chil
Rebekahs

in all grades

The silver medal iprize for the
L. T. L. speaking contest will be
awarded to the winner at the chil
dren’s d.i. exercises at the First Bap
tist Chui ch • Sunday evdhing.
The graduating exercises of the
Knox County
General
Hospital
Training School for Nurses will
take place Tuesday evening in Tem
ple hall.
The ceremonies will be
followed by a reception and dance.

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING,HOUSE

The Registration Board will be
open all day, today, for the accom
Members of Golden Rod Chapter. modation of any who may desire to
<». E. S. will be guests of Wiwurna enroll. Registration ceased Wednes
Chapter of Waldoboro Tuesday eve day night.
ning.
Supper at 6.30.
Those who
have extra seating capacity <h their
Maynard Brennan resumes his po
cars are asked to please notify Mrs. sition with the Beep Sea Fisheries
Leroy Chatto; telephone 1062-M.
Monday after an absence of several
weeks. Mr. Brennan’s condition is
Fred Stewart, son of Mr. and Mrs. much improved.
George T. Stewart, is awaiting orders
to take his physical examination for
Representative Casey pf Boston,
admission to the Annapolis Naval who brought Casey’s All-Stars into
Academy.
He was named by Sena Knox County on several occasions
tor Fernald recently as first alter last season, is playing first base on
nate. and his opportunity comes be the Dorchester team in the Greater
cause tlie young man who had been Boston Twilight League. "Don’t get
named as principal failed to pass the holt,” Casey.
physical examination.
Mr. Stewart
has been attending the University of
The class which graduated from
Maine.
Farmington Normal School this week
num)»ered 168. Among the' graduates
Try our Sunday Shore Pinner at
were the following from this section:
Crescent Beach Inn.—adv.
Jeannie Barbara Chilles, St. George:
Nellie Gertrude Davis. Friendship:
Initials for the auto—apply them
Lillian Marion Greenlaw. Beer Isle:
yourself oi* have it done while you Margaret
Leonessa
Harris,
St.
wait. Also transfers for furniture. George: ^jMerle Sewall
Kalloch.
John A. Karl & Co., Rockland. Tel- Thomaton: Bertha Mae Luce, Thom
745-W.
71-77
aston; Ruth Etta Young, Matinicus.
And so Governor Smith
and Mayor Walker rush
to kiss the Cardinal’s
ring.* God save
if it
has come to this.

KU

KLUX

KLAN.

This is the afternoon of the Doll's
Story Party at the Public Library.
All tlie children who have attended
the Saturday morning story hour at
least once'during the winter are in
vited.
The feature of the after
noon will be the doll show, at which
two book prizes are to be given for
tlie two dolls which are dressed to'
best represent book characters. The
program includes doll’s
parades
about the circular walk on the lawn.
Hie doll show and then games on
the lawn Until 5 o’clock. Several un
usual dolls, some of them over 50
years old. have been loaned for the
exhibit and a collection of foreign
dolls lias been loaned by the .Bangor
Public Library.
Perhaps the two
outstanding guests will he Maria
Poppet, the famous London doll
which lias been loaned by MacMil
lan Co. of New York: and the rare
doll policeman which has but re
cently landed in this country from
China, and which is to be depended
upon for maintaining order at this
all important event.
The librarian
suggests that those who seek a spot
for peaceful reading and meditation
look elsewhere than the Public Li
brary (Luring the hours of the party.
If one may judge from experience
CARD OF APPRECIATION
The First Baptist Church takes this there will he nothing even resemb
Hostilities
opportunity to express appreciation ling quiet at tills time
of the n.any courtesies extended by cease, however, promptly at 5 o’clock.
the citizens of Rockland to the visit
Delicious home made fudge on
ing delegates at the recent state Con
sale at tlie Needle Art Shop, com
vention held in this city.
73-lt
mencing Saturday, .June 19.
The Committee.

BROUGHAMfor

19,

S. S. Lord, secretary of the Cham
ber of Commerce, has been called to
his home in Salem. Mass., by tlie
sudden death of his father.
Patrons of Bay View Tea room
At the Congregational Church to
were surprised and delighted to find morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
is a special on the menu Thursday 1 preach on the subject “Undeveloped
evening fried brook trout.
The Lives.” The Pilgrim Choir will sing. I
speckled beauties were landed Thurs
day morning by II. L. Oxton and E.
First Church of Christ. Scientist,
L Oxton.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
While in Lewiston the other day
ject of lesson sermon, "Is the Uni
Jeorge W. Bachelder mounted the
verse. including Man, Evolved by
sulky behind Flying Nimbus and
Atomic Force?" Sunday school at
made the mile in 2.21. The last half
noon. The reading room is located
was done in 1.05, and George wouldn’t
at 400 Main street, over Daniels’
lave swapped his experience for a
jewelry si ore, and is open every week
carload
raw berries. John Orth
day from 2 to 5 o’clock.
did the mile in 2.27%. Flying Nunibus
• * ♦ ♦
is entered for the Independence Day
Morning worship at Littlefield Me
races at Farmington, being listed in
morial Church is at 10.30 and Pastor)
the 2.16 class.
^Stuart’s subject will be ‘‘Our Blessed (
The next membership meeting of Hope." The music will consist of ••
the Knox County Fish and Game As vocal solo by Miss Doris Daggett and1
sociation will he held tomorrow in an anthem by the choir. Bible school
Union.
Tills is the first meeting to is at noon and C. E. comes at 6
be held outside of Rockland and the o’clock. Gospel preaching service at
attendance of all who belong will 7.15. with the subject of Mr. Stuart’s
contribute greatly to its success. A . address, “The Gospel—Its Gracious
Appeal." A ladies’ quartet will singJ
?ood supper is planned by the East
• ♦ ♦ »
ern Star organization at Union, and
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church
afterward there will be motion pic
tures, supplied by Field and Stream. services tomorrow are as follows:
10.30 a. m., Rev. John Dunstan will
Frank II. Whitney. Willis I. Ayer, preach on "Personality in Service;
ieorge L. St. Clair, Valentine Chis- 12 noon, Church School. Leroy Chatto
lolm, Thomas Chisholm, George A. superintendent; 6.30, Epworth League.
Wooster and Tyler M. Coombs com An interesting Bible contest will beprised the hardy band of adventurers |gin, led by the young people: 7.15 p.
vhich went deep sea fishing Thins . in., the pastor will review the Hist
day in Mr. Coombs’ power boat Colon, jchapter of Bruce Barton's hook. "The
lunken Ledge was reached about S Man Nobody Knows.” Miss M. A.
/clock, and the fishermen worked Crockett will be in charge of the
with such skill and speed that the ’ singing.

♦ ♦ » ♦

clams were soon exhausted, and In
he bottom of the boat were about
100 pounds of the nicest fish that was
?ver pulled out of Penobscot Bay.
Mr. Wooster was high line, his catch
ncluding two codfish which weighed
about 25 pounds apiece. Mr. Whitney
'aught a big halibut, which the
writer of this Item found to l,e very
toothsome. The fishermen can all be
identified by their sunburned coun
tenances.

Children’s Day at the Uni verbalist
Church will he observed tomorrow
morning with this program: Spring
Group. (Mrs. Knickerbocker’s (.’lass,
Miss
Herrick’s Class);
Summer
Group. (Kindergarten. Miss Gohlke's
Class); Autumn Group, (Mrs. Pike'
(.’lass, Miss Blethen’s Class); Winter
Group. (Miss I’ratt’s Class. Miss
Cochran’s Class. Mr. Pratt’s Class);
song.
Shirley
McIntire.
Dorothy
Harvey. Marion Harvey: sermon;
Work begins next Monday on Ar solo. Miss Mary Bird; christening;
mour & Co.'s new plant on Broad benediction.
street.
It will be a I,rick structure
♦ ♦ » *
with high posted basement, giving
At the First Baptist Church Sunday
tile appearance of a two-story build morning at 10.30, the pastor. Rev. E
ing.
The general dimensions will P. Browne, will speak on "The Will of
be 60x70, and the building will con The Father.” Special music by tlie
tain two coolers—one 30x67 and the choir will lie “Lovely Appear" from
filter 20x30.
The plant will contain Gounod’s “The Redemption" and “My
tlie newest devices known to tlie big Heart To Thee." Macy. Sunday school
packing plant, and will have a cov convenes at tlie close of the service.
ered approach.
Tlie work is to be At 7.15 the children of tlie Sunday
done under the direction of Boss
school will give a Children’s Bay con
Carpenters Xichols and Ix'gg of tlie
cert. There will also he a baptismal
Armour Company, and it is expected
service. Prayer meeting on Tuesday
to have tlie building ready fnr occu
evening at 7.30, taking up the 4th
pancy by tlie middle of September.
chapter of (Phillipians.
The spur track is now being built.
That Rockland is to have this new
Raymond Thompson and Miss Almodern plant is directly attributable
to the efforts of Manager H. E. tena E. Brown eluded mischievous
Jackson who for five years has per friends Thursday night, and were
sisted in his efforts dispite discour quietly married at the First Baptist
agements.
With tlie completion of parsonage by Rev. Benjamin 1
tlie new plant all deliveries will be Browne. The couple were unattend
ed. They are occupying the Jesse
made by trucks.
Smith house on Broad street, and
little later when a better opportunity
“ON MY SET”
When I became a radio devotee , presents itself, will have a honey
moon tyip. Mr. Thompson graduated
last December the crepe hangers
from Rockland High School with the
told me I would get nothing
class of 1924 and since then has beei
when rummer came.
I am not
employed by M. 11. & C. O. Perry and
prepared to argue too strongly
Chisholm Bros., being at present in
that this is summer, but I do
the Chisholm shoe store. He is
know that last night I logged 22
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank M
stations between 8.30 and 11.30
Thompson. The bride is a former
and had others whose signal let
resident of Thomaston, and grand
ters I could not quite distin
daughter of Mrs. I ucy Peabody. She
guish.
Mott of them were ex
was a member of the class which
ceptionally good, and even the
graduated from Rockland High School
remote stations came in clearly.—
Thursday night hut did not complete
The first new station which I
her course on account of illness. She
have logged for several weeks
is a member of the First Baptist
came in last night, CNRT of To
ronto.—The farthest South
I
Choir and active in the young peo
worked was Baltimore (WBAL)
pie’s branch of church work.
From the Middle West came
WLIB, WHT and WLS of Chi
cago, WGHP of Detroit. WTAM
of Clevelnad and WJJD of
Mooseheart, ill.—I don’t know
just where to award the palm for
good rervice, WBZ, WJZ, WPG,
WMCA, WGY and KDKA all
being so good.—Oliver Hills tells
me that he had WCAP of Wash
ington in fine style.
Thursday night’s service was
also very satisfactory, the organ
recital over WGY being the mas
terpiece.
I can still hear the
delightful notes of "Blue Dan
ube.”—WPG was giving the re
turns of the Carpentier and
Laughlin fight in the Exposition
Stadium at Philadelphia.

MARRIED

CARD OF THANKS

I wisli to thank my friends and neighbors for
the many acts of kindness shown me sim
the accident io my husband, especially ('apt
Norton who brought him home in his car
a'r.o Henry Pierce and Mrs. Murphy.
Mrs. Otis R Parsons

REOPENED

OU who have seen and driven any of the new Paige ears, need
only be told the amazing price of this Brougham. For the single
fact that a PAIGE can now be purchased for only $1295 will convince
you that it would be sheer folly to expect greater value elsewhere.
Larger and roomier than most sedans; passengers enter or leave the
rear Without disturbing front scat occupants. The Brougham is
finished in two tones of gray lacquer, upholstered in soft, lustrous
and long wearing materials.
After you ve seen and driven this Brougham you’ll know definitely
that you simply can’t buy more automobile for the same money
anywhere else.

Y

Jones Motor Company
The New Home of the Paige and Jewett
BICKNELL BLOCK
SERVICE—LASSELL’S

FIRESTONE Tires
ROCKLAND, MAINE
GARAGE, 110 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

MONDAY. JULY 5
HORSE RACE-S500 IN PURSES
Racing Starts at 1.30

MUSIC BY THE ROCKLAND BAND
The Management is Now Offering the Admission Tags For Salo

SUMMER

100 Heavy Weight
C-O-A-T-S
We had an opportunity to close out a manufacturer s entire
slock of medium and heavy weight coats.

$1 5.00 to $25.00 and $35.00.

Values from

They are divided into three

lots at $7.98, $10.98 and $12.98.
All sizes up to 52

Bell Boy, Anna Garner, Ben Earl,
Eva W., Mary Aberdeen. Jint I’.. Joe
Hal, Opico Girl and Billy Be Sure
were at the Wednesday work-out at
Knox Trotting Park.
Tlie fastest
time reported Is 2.31 Y4.

Mr. McClure, cashier of tlie Maine
Central otlice in Portland, arrives to
day at tlie Samoset Hotel where lie
will act as cashier. Mr. McClure is
tlie chair pion golfer of tlie office
force.
•

Rev. John Dunstan has this paper's
thanks for a copy of the Maine Con
ference Year Book and Offioial Rec
ord of the 102d session recently held
In this city. The hook is Just off tho
press.

Now all Knox, Hancock and

Lincoln Counties

can cook with

“ Lively Heat!”

Detroit
Vapor
QBL'STQWE

BORN
Grant A; Gale Maternity Hospital. Cam
den. June I A, io Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grant,
son—Lloyd William

KNOX TROTTING PARK
Improved Paige built Motor,
none more modern nor better
lubricated Full High-Prev
Rure Oil Feed to all Rotating
Parts, including wriat pina,
cam ahaft auxiliary shaft and
tappets — Counterbalanced
Crankshaft Silent Chain
Timing, with automatic takeup—Air Cleaner—Metal Oil.
Lubricated Universal Joints
-Springs 54 inches long—
Shock Absorbers — Balloon
Tires — Paige Hydraulic 4WhedBrakes — EasvSteering
through Ball Bearings Saw
blade Steel, Light Acting
Clutch- Short Throw, Easy
Gear Shift — Co incidental
Lock — Automatic Wind
shield Cleaner — Dash Gas
and Heat Indicator — Stop
Light—Dome Light

Incorporated 1926.

Try oiir Sunday Shore Dinner at
Crescent Beach Inn.—adv.

Brooks-Et ickson Thomaston. Jun* 5. Rev
A. Haifa. Michael F. Brooks and Miss Hilnia
Erickson <‘f St. George Road.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Ulmer-Conant Rockland. June 19, b\ Rev
Your contributor. Mrs. Yeazle. O W. Stuart. Henry E. Ulmer, formerly of
wanted to know if anyone had heard Verona, a.nt Miss Jessie L Conan', both of
the “lost chicken bird." This morn Rockland.
Ptum»*r-St(,flc!d—New York City, June 16
ing I heard its call, and taking the by Rev William F. Phillips, Charles A
opera glasses to the door I saw it up Plumer anti Miss Nathalie M. Stetflcld, botli
high on top of a spruce tree, hack of Boston.
Thompson-Brown Rockland, June 17. Ray
of the Catholic Church. It was dark niond
Thompson and Miss Altcna E. Brown
gray-brown in color, with a lighter both of Rockland.
Garland-Phe'ps
—Rockland, June 17. by K
patch on its breast, edged witli dark.
It was some larger than a roldn. R Keene. City Clerk, Arthur (’. Garland and
Geneva E Phelps, both of Rockland.

of this New Paige:

Senter Crane Company

King Hiram's Shipmates held their
annual meeting at Masonic Temple
Thursday night and elected these of
fleers: President. Charles L. Robin
son: vice president. George L. St
Clair: treasurer. E. C. Payson; sec
retary, A. H. Newbert.
Plans were
made for the summer outing, which
will be held at George L. St. Clair
cottage, Ash Point, July 25.

LITTLE CHICKEN BIRD

with a longer body and quite long
bill and seemed to be looking~<pr in
vitation to spend the summer.
I
enjoy Mrs. Yeazie’s articles, also “On
My Set.”
Mrs. H. M. Leadbetter.
North Haven, June 14.
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PROPERTY

Of the Bodwell Grqnite Co., 20 Acre* Land, at Spruce Head is
offered for Immediate Sale. Ideally located on what is probably
the most rugged and picturesque section of the Maine Coast,
overlooking Outer Penobscot Bay, the Islands and White Head
Life Saving Station.
C. B. PAINE, Augusta, Maine
Receiver of Bodwell Granite Co.
70-S-lf

Special Offer Next Week Only
Come in tomorrow—or any day this coming week.
Let us demonstrate the marvelous cooking results of
“Lh’cly Heat" as produced in the Red Star—the mod
ern wonder stove.
Let us show you how the Red Star burns oil with

out wicks or wick substitutes—how it gives you gas
heat, gas range speed amt gas range results.
Cookng starts the instant you light the burner.
See the glistening white porcelain and black qnamcl
finish that is so easily cleaned—tlie sanitary features
—tlie sturdy gas range construction—and all the other
points that make the Red Star the modern wonder
stove.

See a Demonstration
See how the Red Star—the wonder stove of yhe pres
ent d|»y—uses oil and gives you gas speed, gas range
convenience anil gas range results—All ibis coming
week.

Cooking starts the instant you light the burner.
'fhere arc no wicks or wick substitutes, because
"Lively lleat" is produced by the combustion of

gases.

Only $2.00 Down
With every Red Star sold during this Demonstration
Week we offer the amazingly low terms of only $2
down, balance in easy payments.
Be sure to come in before Saturday and see a free
demonstration.
Then he your own judge of the mar
velous cooking ability of the famous Red Star.

“Lively Heat”
The Great Modern Aid

To Good Cooking
"Lively Heat” is tlie dancing,
vigorous, active heat above a
lied of red-hot coals—above a
modern gas burner—above the
glowing electric burner. In
each case it is the eame heat.
Only tlie fuel is different.

"Lively Heat” is preduced by
burning vapors or gases. Con
trasted to it is the languid,
lifeless heat of a candle flame.
Red Star engineers have foautl
a way to produce “Lively
Heat” in «n oil stove. The
Red Star Burner converts
common kerosene or gasoline
into a gaseous vapor, which
is then burned and produces
tlie same “Livety Heat” as
coal, gas or electricity. Natu
rally, there are no wicks or
wick substkutes.

Stonington Furniture Co.
L. MARCUS

313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Telephone 980
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For that
11 o’ clock
Thirst!

SIX
SIXES

THE

The Pontiac Six has swept to
leadership of its field at a pace
unequaled in the twenty-six years
of automotive history. Search the
entire market and you will not
find any other car which provides,
at $825, a spacious Fisher closed
body of enduring Duco
finish, an engine of 186.5
cubic inches displace
ment, a 46 lb. crankshaft,
automatic spark control,

smooth
spicy
sparkling

Ofd Scotch

honed cylinders, and the rugged

construction that has already
made the Pontiac Six unrivalled
for its stamina. That is why the
Pontiac Six has changed all exist
ing preferences in the field of lowpriced sixes. That is why the num
ber of Pontiac Sixes built
to date constitutes a new
world’s record for the first
five months’ production
of any new make of car.

Ginger A]
Ale
1 T/ursc”

’’First fas ~

A Ma'ne

ROCKPORT

Oakland Six, Companion Io Pontiac Six- $1025 to $1295. All price, at
factory. Easy to pay on the liberal Qeneral_M.otors Timo Payment Plan,

COACH OMCOUPK

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

VINALHAVEN
Rev. Charles I). Paul of Warren
will preach at Union Church Sun
day.
There will be special music at
both services.
Rev. A. G. Hender
son, pastor of Union Church will
preach at Warren.
Mrs. Laurel Gerry and little son
Bruce of Hollywood, Calif., arrived
Tuesday and will spend the summer
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pres
ton Ames.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland will leave
Monday for Itangeley Lake where
she will spend the summer months.
Enroute she will be the guest of
Mrs. Stephen Harhouch (Miss l^eah
Seliger) at Camden.
Mrs. Ralph Thompson, daughters
.Jeannette and Hazel of New London,
Conn., arrived Wednesday for a vis
it with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Llewellyn Smith.
Mrs. George Creed and daughter
Bernice arrived Thursday from Bos
ton, where they spent the winter
months.
Mrs. Harold Johnson of Sanford is

the guest of Mi and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
■’Mr. and Mr-s. Laurence Orcutt and
Miss Carroll of New York and Al
fred Orcutt of Swan’s Island were in
town to attend the graduation exer
cises.
They will also visit their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Orcutt
for a few weeks.
Lois Dalzell of Rockland arrived
Thursday to attend graduation exer
cises of class of ’26 V. 11. S. She was
1 the guest of her sister. Mrs. Clinton
Teale.
Mrs. Aura Roberts entertained
• friends Wednesday at a sewing
Helen Staples of Rockland was in
town Thursday.
Priscilla Smith has arrived from
New Orleans and will spend the
summer in tow n,
Enroute she was
the guest of her cousin, Elizabeth
Littlefield at Woilast n. Mass,
Mrs. Alton Roberts and daughter
Mary of Marquette, Mich., have ar
rived at their summer home, Eastholm.
Mrs. James Young of Crockett’s
River was in town Thursday to at

tend Vinalhaven High School grad
uation exercises.
Her granddaugh
ter. Miss Ethel Young was valedic
torian of the class.
Scott Littlefield
has recently
bought a new Ford sedan.
The Normal School graduates,
Helen Carlon, Cora Vinal, Margaret
Roberts and Lida Greenlaw have re
turned home.
Those who attended
commencement exercises at Gorham
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw. Le
roy Ames and Mrs.. Leslie Stinson.
They made the trip in Mr. Green
law’s new Essex coach.
The service at the
Adventist
chapel iast Sunday evening was well
attended, and the special singing was
enjoyed. Tlie subject tomorrow at
10.30 a. m will he, "Temptations and
How To Avoid Them.*’ In the even
ing the service is at 7 p. m. Sunday
school at 1 p. m. and prayer meeting
Thursdays at 7.30 p. m.

W

Flat Wonted.
.READ WANT APS T

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
WE CAN ARRANGE FOR MORTGAGE IF WANTED

283 MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 1080

ROCKLAND

We Have Properties For Sale in These
Locations
Rockland, Thomaston, Waldoboro, Jefferson,
Union, West Rockport, Rockport, Camden,
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Swan's Island, Matinicus, Near Bar Harbor, and Bluehill, Owls
Head, South Thomaston, Spruce Head, Clark s
Island, Cushing, Friendship.
" 1 House and 5 Acres land on Limerock Street.
2 Houses at Pleasant Gardens, Rockland.
6 Room House and Garage, Pine Street.
Hotel at Rockport. 40 Rooms Furmshed.
8 Room House on Cedar Street, All Improvements.
6 Room House on Hill Street.
7 Room House on Warren Street; Modern Im
provements.
8 Room House with All Improvements on Broad-

3 Family House, Warren Street, Double Lot.
10 Room House and Barn, latest improvements;
six acres land; Highlands.
6 Room House and Barn; I'/i Acres Land,
Warrenton Street.
7 Room House and Garage, latest Improve
ments; Grace Street.
4 Room House, large lot, Southend; low price.
2 Family House, all latest improvements, center
of city.
1 Camp at Lily Pond, Rockport.
1 Cottage at Megunticook Lake, good view; 4
rooms.
1 Cottage, center Crescent Beach.
1 Cottage, Coopers Beach.
1 Camp at lake near city.
22 room Hotel at Northport.
24 room Hotel, improvements, Rockland, Me
2-family House, with three lots of Land, South
Main street.
7-Room House and Barn, Cellar, Lights, City
Water, Highlands.
6 Room House and Garage, Lights, City Water,
Highlands.
Small Wood Lot at South Thomaston.
Small Wood Lot at West Rockport.
Several Low Priced Cottage Lots, Crescent
Beach.
Large Business Lot on Winter street.
Large Business Lot on Park Street.
One of the Best Farms, 4 miles out of city, 95
acres of Land.
200 Acres Shore Property, near Belfast, over
looking the bay.
6 Houses, almost new in Camden. All small
size. Prices from $2500 to $3850.
Store and Fixtures. Stock. House and Barn
and Garage. To be sold at once, all for $-1500.
Good location in city.
Cottage with Cement Cellar, Improvements. All
Furnished.
Large Shore Front, Fireplace, 5
Bedrooms. Owl's Head, $3000.
2 Very Low Priced Lots on Broadway.

50 Fruit Trees. Low price if sold at once.
Restaurant, fine location, for sale.

This Listing Has Been Advertised
23 Cottages.
47 House, Cottage and Wood Lots.
19 Farms.
61 Homes within eight miles of City.
6 Business Properties.
1 Farm, 37 Acres, in Warren,

Furnished Cottages To Rent at Lake or Salt
Water
Many Homes in Thomaston, Rockport, Owl'a
Head and Camden.

Listings Wanted
NEW

LISTINGS WILL BE
EACH WEEK

ADVERTISED

Store at Stonington—very low price.
1 House, Camden Street, 6 Rooms; Cellar and
Garage.
1 House in Camden, all the latest improvements,
7 rooms with Garage, $3700.
8 Room House, Holmes street; improvements.
Fine Home on Beech Street, all latest improve’
ments.
1 Fine Home, Camden Street, latest improve
ments.
2 Fine Houses, Broadway, all latest improve
ments.
1 Six Room House, South Street, cellar and

Garage.
Dry Cottage

Lots at Crescent Beach, from
$60.CO to $500.00.
Several Lots on Masonic Street Extension*
from $150.00 to $500.00 each.

Many other lots in the city.
Several Cottage Lots, Hosmer’s Pond.

Special
5 Room House; Cellar; Lights; Garage; large
lot, Frederick Street, City.
2 Houses and Garage, North Main Street.
2 Family House, 7 rooms each side, with barn,
cellar, pump in house, electric lights; alt fur
nished with good furniture; 7’/2 acres land
that goes to the water. Must be sold at ones;
very low price, South Thomaston.
4 Room House and Garage on Pine Street.

Wanted
Property of All Kinds. We Will Mzke a Cash
Offer At Once
SEE US FOR QUICK SERVICE
TELL US WHAT YOU WANT—WE
GET IT.
Several

CAN

Business Properties Hers and Other
Towna

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

Wide Ptodpc*

Mrs. Lester Shibles and son Xell
of Groin are visiting relatives in
town.
Ernest Ingraham has returned
from Miami. Fla., and will tie em
ployed at the Samoset during the
ummer.
Rev. and Mrs J. F. Thurston of
North Waterford are guests of Mrs.
riiuiwton's mother, Mrs. Climena J.
Richards.
Miss Charlotte Robarts left Friday
r Norway, Me., where she will tie
the guest of Miss Leona Sloan for a
ew days. They leave early in the
week hy automobile for Spring latke.
J , where they have positions for
he summer.
Mrs. M. M Brown of the Masonic
Home. Utica. N. Y„ Is the guest of
r. and Mrs. Earl Davis.
Austin Wnltney is employed at
Jameson s Garage in Camden.
Members of the R. H. 8. Alumni
Association who have not paid their
annual dues are requested to send
he same to Mrs. Elizabeth Libby.
Rev. H. G. Kennedy of Augusta,
representing the Sabbath School
.eague, will preach at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 10.30
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock a Chil
dren’s Day concert will be given. A
ordial invitation is extended to all
to attend these services.
Methodist Church Notes—The pri
mary. junior and intermediate classes
held a social meeting and supper in
he vestry Monday........ Officers and
teachers of the Sunday school met
at the parsonage Monday evening for
conference: ice cream and cake were
served........ Sunday morning the serv
ices will he special for the children,
topic "What Christ Saw in the
-hild;" baptism of infants: solo and
chorus. "Suffer the Little Children to
Come Unto Me."
Evening topic,
eeking and
Finding.''
Special
music........ June 25 the Ladies' Aid
will present an entertainment in
I nion hall, with Miss Edna Johnson
if Boston, pianist, and talent from
Rockland, Rockport and Camden to
assist.

"THE MEGUNTICOOK”

Camden High School Paper
Is
a
Commencement
"Uxtry."
The current issue of the ■Camden
High School paper, "The Megunti
cook,’' is devoted almost wholly to
the commencement parts, which in
cluded: Salutatory. Edna Hodson;
oration, James Cucinotta; history,
Orman Hopkins; prophecy, Helen
Hobbs and Charles Hooper: address
to undergraduates, Maurice Fitzger
ald; poem, Olive True; presentation
of gifts, Doris* Heal and Cecil Young;
essay, Elsie Clark: valedictory, Ruth
Young: ode, Norma Young and Nata
lie Reginer.
The illustrations (unusually good
ones, by the way) include "The Me
gunticook’
editorial
board,
the
graduaurg class (showing 2S mem
bers) and the baseball team, which
was runi.er-up in the Knox and
Lincoln League.
The following Editorial Hoard for
ihe coming year was selected at a
recent meeting of the Megunticook
Board: Faculty adviser, Ma belle A.
Small; editor-in-chief, Carlisle Leon
ard. ’27; assistant editor, Abbie Tif
fany. ’27; business manager, Alvin
Jagels, 2S; assistant business mana
ger, Lloyd Thomas. *28; art editor,
Frank S Thomas. ’27; assistant art
editor. Lloyd Thomas. ’28; alumni
editor. Jessie Richards. ’27; hoys’
athletic editor. Tillson Thomas. ’28;
girls’ athletic editor. Cora Plaisted.
’29; exchange editor, Jeanette Stahl,
‘27; clus-. editors. 1927, Blaine Mer
rill; 192s. Ernest Jones: 1929, Pearl
t>aily; 1930, Marceleine Conley.

CUSHING
The pupils of the Wing and Ulmer
schools are to give the play "Jumbo
lum" at the Grange hall Tuesday
evening.
Ice cream and candy wlU
be on sale.
The proceeds of which
are to he used to give the children
an outing at Oakland Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Godlng and family of
Dixfield have been at the Frye cot
tage fur a few days’ outing.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney have
moved their household goods from
Thomaston to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. G. F. Osier, while Mr. Maloney
s working on the State road and
Mrs. Maloney is conveying the mail
an the Star Route between South
Cushing and Pleasant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Johnson, son
Lewis. Stanley Miller, son Howard.
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney were at L. S.
Miller’s Sunday.
Tuesday's storm was one of the
most severe at this tiiu.- of year.
T. J. Rivers arrived home from
Pepperell, Mass.. Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I.. Killeran went
to Lewiston Friday to attend the
commencement exercises at .Bates
?ollege, their daughter Orpha being
one of the graduates.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Flint and son
Herbert of Thomaston are occupy
ing their home here for an indefinite
time.
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
was a guest at E. B. Hart's this
week.
W. E. Hall was in town one night
-ecently.
Edith Maloney visited relatives In
Thomaston recently.
Harry Leavitt of Cambridge, who
was a recent guest of his mother,
Mrs. W. K. Beckeit. for several days
has returned to his home.
Mr. and Mrs. R. .1. Marshall, Air.
tnd Mrs. Homer .Marshall attended
the graduating exercises of the
Thomaston High School Wednes
day evening at Watts hall.
Ken
neth, son of Mr. and Mrs. It. .1.
Marshall being one of the graduates.
He was salutatorian of his class.

WEST ROCKPORT
The church here was well repre
sented at the meetings of the United
Baptist Convention in Rockland last
week. The delegates from the Con
vention passed through this village
on their sight-seeing tour Thursday
afternoon.
Miss Myrtle Fiske of Damariscotta
was the recent guest of Mrs. A. A.
Clark.
A baked bean supper was held at
the church parlors Thursday evening.
Robert Nutt and Miss Hazel Parker
have employment at the Samoset
Hotel for the summer.
There was a baptism preceding the
morning service at the church Sun
day.
Quite a large delegation from this
place attended the annual banquet of
the Rockport High School Alumni
Association in Rockport Wednesday
evening.
Miss Mildred lleald attended the
banquet of the CIqss of 1926, Rock
port High School, at Orchard inn
Glencove, Friday evening.
Several members of the Mt. Pleas
ant Orange visited-the South Hope
Orange Wednesday night.

I

To Eliminate Your

RHEUMATISM

Take Buxton's Rheumatic Specific. Try
it. Vou will not regret it. For tale at
all leading Drug Stores.
Let ut eend
you a booklet. The Buxton Rheumatic
Medicine Co.. Abbot Village. Maine.

CAMDEN
Miss Ann Carlson of Lincolnville is
at the home of her aunt. Mrs. Charles
Atkins convalescing from a mastoid
operation.
In the Chapman reading contest hy
pupils of the Eighth Grade held
Thursday the girls prize was won hy
Shirley Young and the hoys pi ize
was awarded to Richard Bemis.
F. R. .'ones of Miami, is spending
his first season in Camden and is so
enthusiastic after being here a week
that he is planning ahead., for an
other season.
Charles C. Wood and T. Jenness
French, president and cashier of the
Camden National Bank and their
wives arc attending the sessions of
the Maine Bankers Association at
Poland Fp.ing.
Mrs. Raymond Alden is visiting her
father, Andrew Wadsworth.
Kyle A Snowhill of Peoria, 111., and
family have arrived for the summer
season.
Bennie Mathews attended
the
.semi-annual meeting of the Tam n
Shanta Club at Belgrade latkes
Thursday and Friday.
Arthur Wagner left by boat for
New York Thursday where he is to
meet Dr. Maitland Alexander who is
to return with him.
Schools closed Friday forenoon
after a busy and successful year.
Several cf the teachers will not re
turn for the fall term having ac
cepted positions elsewhere.
The following ballot clerks have
been appointed hy tlie selectmen for
the coming year : Democratic—Kate
Sherman, Elizabeth Duffy. Edith
Conley, Charles Dailey, Allie Dough
erty. Republican—Leslie D. Ames.
Joseph 1 . Biewster. Myrtle Hills and
Emily .It gels.

Mrs. Georgia Duncan. Spiritualis
tic Medium of Portland will give a
lecture at the Grange hall Sunday
evening at 7.30.
72-73

RAZORVILLE
Willard Clark has a new Ford se
dan.
School closed Wednesday with a
picnic. The teacher was Miss Helen
Bachelor of Augusta.
Mrs. Gertie Turner is very HI at ati
Augusta hospital.
Mrs. Edith Overlook spent a day
with .Mrs. Emily Grotton and Mrs
Merrifield recently.
Ralph Hibbert and family went
damming Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard of
Belfast spent Sunday at the old
home, the Howard farm.
Alonzo Farrar of Pittsfield wh<
has been visiting friends here has
returned home.
Herbert Farrar who has been vis
iting here returned to Pittsfield with
his brother Alonzo.
Stanley Jones and Ralph Hibbert
are working at Kennislon's Mill.
Sanford Jones is working on the
road.
Commissioner Light reports
a scarcity of men for the road work
this spring.
Harold Linscott was this way buy
ing calves recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Tillson expect
to be at Browntown. North Jefferson
Sunday.
Roy Clark and family are visiting
his mother, Mrs. Minnie Savage
few days.
Mrs. Edith Overlock spent Monday
afternoon with Mrs. Aldana Lessnet.
Mrs. Rose Smalley recently visited
her aunt, Mrs. Emily Grotton at Mr
Merrifield’s.
Simon Turner has been at Augusta
for a few days to visit his wife who
Is 111 at the hospital.
L. P. Jones is working at .leffer
son carpentering at the Meserve
house.

NORTH HAVEN
‘■Comforts of Life" will be the sub
ject of Rev. M. «!. Perry's address a
the North Haven Raptist Church on
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Sun
day school will meet nt 9.45 with
classes for all. A Sunday school will
also he held al the North East school
house at 2.30 o’clock In the afternoon.
At the 8 o'clock evening service a
report of the Slate Convention In
Rockland will he given hy the pastor
and others who attended the conven,
tion.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Miss Elsie Manninen who has been
staying with Mrs. Albion Williams
for the last four weeks will leave for
home Saturday for Ix»ng Cove.
Mr. Erskine, the principal of St.
George High School, will leave for
home Monday to Easton. Jle has
boarded nt Mrs. Williams’ for the
last two years of school.
Albion Williams who works at
the Long Cove quarry, has been
working in the barge for a few days.

PRIEST’S POWDER

Nothing
Better Than

Gan Be
Made for

SOUR SICK STOMACHS—GAS ON THE STOMACH—HEARTBURN—WATER
BRASH—INDIGES
TION—BIG HEAD-SEA SICKNESS—CAR SICKNESS—AND VOMITING DURING PREGNANCY
For sale by all druggists and served at Soda Fountains.

PRICE 50c

and $1.50

Sent Parcel Post and prepaid to any address on receipt of price.
If you have not received a sample during our sampling campaign we will send a genaroua amount for
you to try on receipt of 2c to help pay for packing and postage.
118-Th-tt

PRIEST DRUG CO.,

HAD JOLLY BANQUET
—

BANGOR,

FRIENDSHIP
John Coffin and son of California

2

Rockport Alumni Met 200
Strong—Lowell Payson’s
Fickle Ford Fable.

boro. Mr. Coffin was an old neigh
bor of Mrs. Bennett when they lived
in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Wardell McFarland and little
The annual meeting of the Rock son returned home from Damari
port High School Alumni Associ scotta last week where she has been
She was ac
ation was held at the Masonic ban for the past month.
quet hall Wednesday evening, June companied hv her mother. Mrs. J.
16. A delicious > supper was served D. Morse.
Mrs. Dora Miller of Waldoboro is
hy the members of Harbor Eight
Chapter, O. E. S., to about two hun 'visiting relatives in town. Miss Vir
dred. The march was played hy Miss ginia is home from school for the
j summer.
Clara Walker.
Rev. Leslie Myers of Iowa, who
Mrs. Ma belle Crone, president of
the association, presided and intro will supply the pulpit at the M. E.
duced as
toastmaster John
AL Church through the summer months,
Richardson of Rockland, a fbriner preached his initial sermon .Sunday
principal in our High School, who to an appreciative audience.
Mrs. Laura Brackett of East Wal
was greeted with applause and offi
ciated in his usual pleasing manner, doboro delightfully entertained the
lie said that whenever he spoke in Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. Church at an
Rockport, it took him back to the all-day session and picnic dinner
Saturday.
The following members
days when he taught here, and he
always felt that Rockport people were present: Susan Wotton. Hattie
La wry, Josie Burns. Ella Cook, Hat
were hy? people. He introduced as
tie Wotton, Adelia Jameson. Kaththe first speaker Frank H. Ingra-j
I erine Benner, Ruth Wallace and
ham of Rockland who alluded to an 1 Ruth Prior.
It was one of those
address by President Roberts who
perfect June days which have been
said that the Colby creed was to
iso rare so far this month.
keep clean ami be kind. Mr. Ingra
ham said we should keep sweet. We
run across people who are cranks
and have gross and confirmed hab
its. To keep sweet one should laugh
and have the sense of humor. Keep
ing sweet is how we feel on the in
side. "If you would have friends
you should show yourself friendly.”
BATTERIES
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby gave it read
ing which was much enjoyed.
A
vocal duet hy Miss Angie Welt and
Miss Mary Brann, accompanied by
OU pay no more
Mrs. Veda Brown, was a pleasing
for an Exide be
number on the program. The next
speaker was Charles A. Cavanaugh,
cause
it is made by
chairman of the school hoard. Mr.
the world’s largest
Cavanaugh said it was not necessary

£xi6e

Y

to state that lie was interested In
the Rockport Hig’TT’^Aool. He said
there were some things concerning
the schools that he would like to
see bettered, and spoke particularly
of enlarging tlie school lot.
C. F. Gregory, also a member*of
the board told several pleasing anec
dotes and voiced what Mr. Cavanaugh
had said in regard to enlarging the
school lot, and he thought it was the
duty of the Alumni to help in the
matter. He said we should keep our
morals clean. We should associate
•ursehes with Hie church. We owe
it to ourselves, our town and our
State. Supt. E. L. Toner spoke inerestingly. He appreciated the in
vitation to J»e present, and also ap
preciated the interest of the people
of Rockport in their schools, which
is constant.
It was through their
generous efforts that the class of
1926 were privileged to take the
Washington trip.
Mrs. A. Belle Skinner of „ New
Rochelle, N. Y., a favorite mem
ber of the Alumni, favored the com
pany with a reading in costume. Mrs.
Skinner is always warmly greeted
and her selections were greatly en
joyed.
Miss Rutli Packard was
chosen to speak for the class of ’26.
who were the honored guests. She
thanked the Alumni for the banquet
and for sending them to Washington.
Miss Wilma Carroll gave an interest
ing report of their Washington trip.
One of the most enjoyable features
of the evening’s entertainment was
an account given by Lowell Payson
who, with 11 use Tibbetts has just
returned from the University of
Illinois. I rhana, Ill. They made the
trip home hy auto—a Ford purchased
expres/dy for the trip, and the inci
dents of the trip were certainly
amusing and Mr. Payson’s manner of
relating it was well worth listening
to. They determined to reach Rock
port in time for the graduation ex
ercises of the class of ’26 and
reached here just as the march was
forming. "Coming East after Going
West" was a trip that will never be
forgotten. Mrs. Addie Jenkins, rep
resenting the oldest class, was given
a band and Mrs. Nancy J. Trihou,
one of our oldest and most highly
respected teachers.
Milford Payson led the rousing
cheers given for the toastmaster and
speakers.
The program closed hy
singing the High School song. Miss
Walker at the piano. A business
meeting fallowed, and the following
officers were elected for the year en
suing:
President, Milford Payson;
vice president, Everett E. F. Libby;
secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Bertha
rhurston; chairman of the executive
committee, Mrs. Leola Mann. The
roll was called, to which a goodly
number responded, .and a letter was
read from Lester Shibles, State Club
Leader, sending regrets that he was
unable to he present. The secretary
was instructed to send a note of
thanks to Mrs. Leola Mann, chair
man of the Executive Committee, for
her efficient management in carrying
out the meeting which was one of
the best the association has ever held

MAINE

manufacturers of
storage batteries.
Neither do you pay
extra for its reputa
tion for long,depend
able service.

You buy a battery
that is economical
because its first cost
is low and its final
cost is lowest.

BOSTON
by Steamer

Boston-Bangor Line
Service Daily Except
Sunday

Leave Rockland for Boston 8 p. rn.
TO BANGOR

Dally Except Monday
Leave Rockland 5 A. M.. calling at
way landings

To Bar Harbor & Bluehill
Daily Except Monday
Steamers leave Rockland 5 A. M.,
calling at way landings
STANDARD TIME
Connections at Boston with direct
Steamer to NEW YORK

Reduced rates on automobiles
accompanied by passengers

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES.

Vinalhaven and Roddand
Steamboat Co.
—
f
SPRING ARRANGEMENT

lu Effect June 3, 1926
Pally, Kuudays Excepted
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 a in.
-ruing at Kockland at 9.30 a m Return<;»g leaves Rockland at 2 00 p in., due to
arrive a Vina Ilia ven a Inuit 3.30 p. m
STONINGTON ANI) SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Kwan's Island at 3 30 a. m ,
Stonington (. 39, North Haven 7.30, due to
arrive at Rockland about 8.40 a. m.
Re
turning leaves Koektknd at 1 30, North Haven
2 3o. Stonington 3 40. due to arrive at Swan’s
(aland about 5.00 p in.
B H. STINSON.
/
General Agent.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

PROBATE NOTICE

|

Bangor, A§6.40 a. m., f7.05 a. ni., fl.10 p. m.,
t L30 p. in.
B utoii, A§6 40 a. m., t7.05 a. m., fl.10 p. m. \
Brunswick. A §6 40 a. m , t7.O5a. in., fl lOp. ra.,
t3.30 p. m., 15.25 p. m.
L •wi^ton, A§6 40 a. m., |7.05 a. m., Jl.10 p. m.t
t3.30 p. m.
N>w York, +1.10 p. m., *5.25p.m.
Purtlind, A§6 40 a. in., t~.O5 a. m., fl.10 p. m.(
t3 30 p . m., |5 25 p. in.
i Waterville, A§6 40 a. in., 17.05 a.m., |1 10 p.m.,
13.30 p. in.
Woilwich, A §6.40 a. in , f7.O5 a. m., |1.10 p. m.,
13 3 ) p .m , *5.25 p. ni.
t Daily.except Sundays. § Sundays only.
I A Passengers provide own ferriage Woolwich to
Bath.
XDaily. except Saturday.

Merlin Graduate

House-Sherman
Inc.
Next to Ford Agency
ROCKLAND,
ME.

Peter Pan Beauty Shoppe
Residence Calls by Appointment
Telephone 1093

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Suceeuor to Dr. T. L. McB.ath)

Osteopathic Physician
STEAMER CASTINE
Commcnciag June 25. 1926. to run from
Camden. West Islesbcro. Nor hpurt. Belfast.
Warren's lauding. Cape Rosier and Castine—
leaving Camden at 8 o'clock, standard time,
and running daily until further notice.

A. PERRY COOMBS. Manager.

By Appointment Only Tel. 138-W
35 Limerock Street,
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. F. H. STAHL
3-year

Palmer Graduate

CHIROPRACTOR
400 Main St.
Rockland. Mg.
Office hours: 10-12 a. m , 2-5 p. m.

SIMON K. HART
: : Manufacturer of : i

Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sta.

Native Sc Scotch Granite
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
: ! And Dealer in : s

Mon Wed Fri evenings 7-8
Residence (’alls by Appointment
Office phone 886

DR. F. E. FOLLETT
With

DR. BICKFORD
Dentists
PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

DR. R. L. STRATTON
With

DR. BICKFORD

DRESSED CALVES

LIVE AND DRESSED
PROMPT RETURNS

Dentists
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Amarican School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only
Telephone 323
38 Summer Street,
Rockland

DR. J. H. DAMON

T.H.WHEELERCO.

Dentist
302 MAIN STREET

POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

A RELIABLE *
COMMISSION HOUSE

Take no other. Buy of your v’
Draaalst. AskforCIIl.ClietUTER S
DIAMOND ItKAND PILLS, for 8&
years known as best, Safest, Always Reliable

SOlDBYDRUitilSISEVtRYWNtKE

ROCKLAND

Appointments 9 to 2
Also Saturduy afternoons and even
ings until June 1
28-tf
Phone 593-R

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 4 7 to # P. M.
Raaidenca until 9 A.

Mm

and by

Telephone

H4

93-101 Clinton St.

THOMASTON. ME.

BOSTON

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist

lO#-tf-T>

400 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANP
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
Evenings by Appointment
189-tt

Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.

Successors to

CHICHESTER S PILLS
W
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
Ladle*! Aak your Dracali
Chl.<'bea«tee« Diamond Bi
Pills
la Red andM4
Gold me
_______
boxes, sealed with Blue

’

CHILDREN'S WORK A SPECIALTY

BERRY & SMITH

AUTO TOPS AND TRIMMINGS
AWNINGS
TENTS
FLAGS
Waterproof Cover, of All Kindt
48-tf

y

t3.30p.in.

HELEN R. BURNS
Chiropodist

SAILMAKERS
George W. Mugridge

J

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, A§6.40 a. m., f7.05 a. m., 11.10 p. m.f

Appointment.
I. Eldwi P. Munsey, Register of Probate for
the County of Lincoln in the State of .Maine,
hereby certify that Edward K Gould, of
Rock i and, Maine, was duly appointed Execu
tor of the LaM Will and Testament of Emma
A Kuhn late of Rockland, Maine deceased,
am) qualified for same by tiling bond Mav
2K. 1926.
67 S 73
ELDEY P MUNREY. Register.

INC

BATTERY SERVICE
ALFRED P. CONDON
685 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
77-tf
Tel. 837-W

DENTIST
DENTAL X-RAY AND DIAGNOSIS
Telephone 1020
Above Huaton-Tuttla Book Store

ROCKLAND. ME.

fift.tf

~DRTbTE. FLANDERS"

ARTHUR L. ORNE
INSURANCE
Succaaaor to A. J. Eraklna

a oo.

Dentist
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Kelt to the ltockland National Bank
Building
Telephone 1008
Office Hours; 9 to 12; 2 to I

'1 Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June

19,

1926.
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ST. GEORGE ROAD

UNION

HOPE
Mrs. Ned Payson has returned
home after a few weeks stay with
Mrs. Albion Allen.
Mrs. Patterson and Mrs. Knowlton
of Rockland were the guests of Mrs.
Clara Kelley last week at her cot
tage.
Miss Luella Partridge of Stockton
is a guest at B. H. Nichols’ at Head
of the Lake.
All of the school classes met in
True’s hall last Monday where ap
propriate P'lag Day exercises were
held.
Most of the schools will close
this week for their annual vacation.
Mrs. Parke!’ Hewett and grand
daughter Miss Jane Bragdon of
Bradford, Mass., are at the Hewett
camp for an indefinite stay.
Kay Brown and family of Lincoln
ville have moved to town and are
living at the home of his father, Bert
Brown.
The Hope pupils who have been
attending schools and colleges in
other towns and cities are home
again for their vacations, many of
them being the proud possessors of
brand new diplomas.
Repairs are being made on the
church, the work being in charge of
Herbert Heal of Lincolnville.

ROCKVILLE
But very few of the Rockville,
voters have enrolled.
They can do
so at the polls Monday if they wish.
This primary election is most impor
tant as there are two Republican
candidates for the nomination of
Governor, also two for the sheriff’s
office and others.
It is reported
that It will be quite a spirited con
test.
All are enjoying tlie beautiful
June weather.
Lilacs and apj^e
blossoms are out. fragrant and lovely
and all nature is dressed most
charmingly. The lake is deeply blue
and "Old Sol” looks down from the
soft blue of sky. touching trees,
shrub, earth and blossoms with bril
liancy by bis radiant smile.
If
Floridians could ride through Maine
this month they would decide that
Maine for beautiful scenery and pure
fresh air was incomparable.
The correspondent lias a small
while lilac, choice and bard to grow.
It put forth buds this season and
tender green leaves and was care
fully watched.
The buds opened
and there was a beautiful bunch of
white blossoms on the top of the
bush which was a delight., Wednes
day evening some young female (one
cannot call her lady) stole the top of
that bush containing the blossoms.
If one wishes flowers for decoration
why not ask for them.

»

Rev. L. E. Mann of the Church of
the Xazcene of Bath will preach in I
the Town hull. June 22 nt 7.30 p. m. I
The executive committee of the |
Community Club met with Miss
Crowell on. Monday afternoon to
make plans for club activities during
the summer months. The regular
club meetings on the 2nd and 4th
Tuesday of each month will not he
held during June. July. August and
September, but there will be some
thing special on the 4th Tuesday of
each month under the auspjees of
the club, in June the special attrac
tion will he a picnic on the 22nd at
Oakland Park. It is desired that all
members will make a special effort
to attend this picnic and each mem
ber who drives a car is requested to
use it that day to help cany some
who have no cars of their own so
that all may be provided for and
these cars will meet on the common
near the Congregational parsonage
at 9 o’clock on Tuesday morning.
T stoimy on'Tuesday the picnic will
be held on Wednesday and if Wed
nesday should be stormy ull will
meet and have a good time at the*
club rooms that afternoon. A short
business meeting will be held at the
picnic to talk over matters in regard
io the attractions for the remaining
summer months. 'Ihe attraction for
July wbl be a play recital on the
27th l\ aiming "Cousin Kate" and
present/d by Mildred Bass Amlerlon.
«n alumna of ’lie Leland Pov.e s Col
lege of L iston. Further details of
this recit n will be’ announced later
and further plans for the comple
tion of a rangements will be made
at the business meeting at the pic
nic.
The Public Library is open i^n Sat
urday afternoons, the members of
the club taking turns as acilng li
brarian. A notice is posted- In the
club room, showing tlie date of each
members turn and it is requested
that eacl one ascertain her date so
that there- may be no confusion in
the mallei’. There are about 30(1
books to select from besides the
books from the State Library. Any
donation of books or money for the
expansion of this work is solicited
and it is hoped the library shall be
increasingly patronized bv the public
for every one knows that a library is
a big asset to any community.

“I’m So Glad We Had
Their Pictures Taken”
Birthday

occasions should always be re
corded by a photograph.

CHAMPNEY’S

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Sanborn and
children. Miss I’ouleen and Miss
Meeker, all of Barre, Vt., spent a few
days the past week with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Oliver.
Mrs. Bessie Wallace is visiting her
brother in Palermo.
Alvin Wallace and
Mrs. Helen
Winchenbach motored to Palermo
Sunday.
Miss Ellen McCoullen of Coranacook, Quebec, is spending the sum
mer with Mrs. Charles Oliver.
H. C. Shaw of Middleboro, Mass.,
lias been in this section calling on
old customers and sollching patron
age in bis line of poultry and eggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram G. Labe were
in Damariscotta Thursday.
Several from this section attended
the graduation exercises at the vil
lage Friday.
'I be Baptist and Methodist I’nior.
Aid met at the church 'Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs. Ida Winchenbach has re
turned from Dutch Neck where she

has been visiting relatives.
Mrs. Louise Harding
returned
from Boston Thursday.
Mis. Carrie Wincbenbach attended
the State meeting of the W. R. C. in
Portland.
Mrs. Winchenbach held
the office of State Guard of the
Corps the past year.
She was
commended highly for the efficient
manner in which she fulfilled the
office.
Misses .Jennie. Addie and Verna
Creamer were callers at Albert
Gen timer’s Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Borneman
of Warren were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Borneman.
Basil Winchenbaugb of Rockland
spent the weekend at S. J. Burrows’.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace and
«on Lowell were in Rockland last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collamore
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Winfield Davis of the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgie Wallace and
son Mhynard of the village were
Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs. Colby
Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Studley of
West Warren were Sunday callers at
R. T. Winchenbach’s.
Mr. and .Mrs. Milton Creamer and
family of the village were Sunday
callers at Albert Gent liner’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Galeucia and
Mrs. Asa Galeucia and son Allen of
Edgecomb were at Evern Flanders’
Saturday evening.
.T. Percival King and son Ronald
of Rochester, N. Y., have arrived at
their summer home here "The Lin
dens.’’
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ilowarth,
Mrs. Harry Wilson and Mrs. George
Much of Camden, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Hoffses and son of 'Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton. Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Simmons. Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Winchenbach and daughter, and
Rev. and Mrs. Myers of Friendship
were Sunday callers of Mrs. Nellie
Wallace.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

SELF-HANGING

Vudor

SOUTH WARREN
;-r.-. hue Johnson and Miss Cora
[siring ol Haverhill, Muss., were
guests at John Spear’s last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jordan of
Portland were rei-enl guests at I,.
R. Bucklin's.
John Spear and Oliver Libby have
had their houses painted by (’apt.
Alton Chadwick of Thomaston.
Mrs. \V. K. Jordan still remains
seriously 111.
Mrs. O. A. Copeland and mother
called on Mrs. Fannie Kelloch at
North Warren Saturday.
O. A. Copeland has shipped "40
liens to Poston.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Copeland and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kales motored
to Belgrade T.akes Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Shaw of Mid
dleboro, Mass., called on their poul
try and egg patrons Inst week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey with
a party from the Standard Oil Co.
spent Sunday at Gay Island.
A great Improvement has been
made in the road at the corner where
a had accident occurred last season.
The road has been widened and the
corner Is now safe. The same should
he done to the corner of the Waldo
boro road which Is dangerous and
has been Ihe scene of several near
accidents.

VENTILATING

PORCH SHADES
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
SECOND FLOOR

Masury’s Railroad White
and Colors
Offer Real Economy. As a perfect protection for
wood and metal in resisting the destructive influ
ences of salt air, smoke, fumes, heat, cold and
wind, these goods have never been surpassed.

They will take more oil, spread further and there
fore cover more surface, pound for pound, and
last longer than any White Lead.

This paint is to be mixed with one gallon or more
of oil.
THE COST
1—25 lb.— 1 gallon................. Z7...................$4.25
1—gallon Linseed Oil..................................... 1.40

Rockland

43-Sat-tf

SALAD DRESSING

A paint in lead form. Put up in 25 lb. pails, the
equivalent of one gallon.

STUDIO

Opp. Limerock St.

NO-OIL

For seventy-five years Masury’s Railroad White
and Colors have been used all over the United
States with absolute satisfaction. They have
stood the test of time, and on their merits we can
recommend them as being Superior Paints in
Every Respect.

com

mencements and other memorable

SOMETHING DIFFERENT!

SECOND FLOOR

anniversaries,

SWAN’S ISLAND
Miss Audrey Talnter who has been
attending Rockland High School, is
at home for the summer.
Calvin Stockbridge, who has been
employed in Prospect Harbor by the
Parkhurst Fisheries is at home for
a few days.
Mrs. Herman Staples Is in the
Knox Hospital where she has been
operated on for appendicitis.
Miss Alberta Sprague returned to
her North Haven home Monday af
I ter spending the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Staples.

Rich Creamlike
Delightful totake

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

SCOTTS

305 Main Street

Tel. 745-W

EMULSION
Makes Children Sturdy

NO-NOX
MOTOR FUEL

STOPS KNOCKS
PUTS CARBON TO WORK
UTTING the old demon, carbon, to work sounds like a paradox—

nevertheless that’s just what GULF No-Nox Motor Fuel does and
here’s how it happens: Compression is power. The more com
pression the more power. Greater compression is secured by reducing the
displacement or space in the combustion chamber. Carbon deposits mater
ially reduce this space—old time gasoline would not withstand this

added carbon compression — clicks — knocks—pings or detonations of
distress quickly following sudden acceleration or heavy pulls.
No-Nox withstands higher compression—stops the knocks or detonations,

thereby increasing engine efficiency. GULF No-Nox and Carbon Deposits
work together for more power and greater mileage.

Turns Mountains Into Mole Hills
This guarantee goes with it:

SUNSHINE
Mrs. Lionel Conary and little son
Lionel. .Ir., Miss Mildred Hester and
Lloyd Conary of New London, Conn.,
are here visiting relatives mid
friends.
The Sewing Circle meets this week
willt Mrs. Joseph Harriman.
Quite a few from here attended the
graduation at Deer Isle June 11.
Misses Grace and Helen Conary for
merly of this place, were among tlie
graduates.
Ernest Heanssler while out haul
ing his lobster traps had a narrow
escape Tuesday when Ills eraft
swung in on a shoal. He had to get
into the water almost up to his neck
in order to put out an anchor to save
his boat. Other lobstermen nearby
rushed t.. his aid, took him in and
towed his boat home.
It is not
known how badly his boat was dam
aged.
Augustus Ilaenssler made a trip to
Rockland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stinson and
daughter Virginia who have been
here for a short stay, have returned
to Camden where Mr. Stinson has
employment.
There are a few here who attended
the Sunday school convention at
Sunset June 16.
Mrs. Herbert Conary nnd daugh
ter Grace of Deer Isle called on rela
tives and friends here Sunday.

tion only—that it positively will not heat the motor, winter or summer.
GULF No-Nox Motor Fuel is priced three cents per gallon higher than

a

ordinary gasoline —and is worth it.

The Orange Gas—At the Sign oS the Orange Disc

GULF REFINING COMPANY
WALDOBORO
Ed. Tucker ol' Wakefield, Mass., is
visit Wig lapt. and Mrs. M. F. Wade.
Mrs. Etldora Miller Is tlie guest of
relatives in Friendship.
Mrs. Augusta Winehenbach
of
South Waldoboro is visiting Mrs.
Carrie Miller.
M iss Alice Newbeit, who has been
spending several weeks with Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph B. Welt, has returned
to Lancaster, Pa.
The Odd Fellows will give their
June supper next Thursday evening,
in their dining hall. The public is
cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Brown are at
tending the graduation exorcises of
their daughter Madeline in Machias
this week.
Wiwurna Chapter, O. r: S„ will
entertain Golden Rod < hapter of
Rockland next Tuesday evening.
Supper will he served at 6.30 o’clock.
Wesley W. Patterson is at home
from Machias for the summer recess.
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell went to
Madison Monday. Mrs. I. G. Reed
and Miss Bessie Reed accompanied
her to Augusta.
Rev. Guy McQuaidee, Mis. Theresa
Keene and Miss Edna Young attend
ed the Baptist Convention in Rock
land last week.
The clc.ss of 1926, Waldoboro High
School, was graduated with one of
the most pleasing programs ever
given in the Congregational Church
Friday afternoon. The decorations
were in green and white, the class
colors, the chancel being hanked with
evergreen with the class numerals in
white roses. The motto, "We Can!

YOUR
VACATION
Soon
the
spirit
of
■ ummer will be urging
you to get away for
a rest from the daily
grind. Before long the
roar of the surf, the
cool
atmosphere
of
the mountain, the open
road will be beckoning
you. An easy way to
finance your vacation
is to obtain one of our
"MONEY
BARRELS”
and save your coins.

Dividends
have been

at the
rate of

4%
Ask for One
Today

Three Crow Brand of Baking Soda
ia Bicarbonate of Soda and the
Beat.

GULF No-Nox Motor Fuel is Non-Noxious,

Non-Poisonous and no more harmful to man or motor than ordinary gaso
line—that it contains no dope of any kind—that the color is for identifica

GROSS NECK
Harry Creamer has gone to New
London, Conn., where he has em
ployment.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
and daughters Idantae and Eleanor
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Freelon Vannah of South Waldoboro.
C. L. Eugley, Ernest Eugley and
Harvey Simmons are employed at
Mr. Morang's of Nobleboro.
Walter Eugley and family of Som
erville spent Saturday night and
Sunday with his father, McLellan
Eugley.
Mrs. Alfred Waltz spent Friday
afternoon with her sister Mertie
Booth of Kaler's Corner.
Bennie C.eele was in Thomaston
Friday.
William
Gross
and
McLellan
Eugley have employment witli San
ford Winchenbach on the. State road.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Carter of
Friendship. Warren Walter, Mrs.
Pearl Delano and Mrs. Charles Collatnore of Lawry, were callers of
Melvin Grnthner Sunday.
School closed Friday after a suc
cessful term taught by Miss Emma
Boggs of Waldoboro.
Frankie Waltz of Rockland called
at Alden Waltz's and Alfred Waltz's
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele, Miss
Lizzie Geele and Bennie Geele mo
tored to Damariscotta Mills Sunday.
Misses Annie Genthner and Grace
Nash of Waldoboro spent the week
end at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross of
Edgecomb were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Dexter Gross Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz and
daughter Rita of the village spent
Sunday with Mr. Waltz parents, Mr.
and Mis. Alden Waltz.
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent Wednes
day witli Mrs. Elroy Gross of West
Waldoboro.
Percy Eugley and friend of Nohleboro spent Sunday with his father,
McLellan Eugley.
Miss Evelyn Waltz was in Rock
land recently.
Several from hero attended the
graduation at Waldoboro Friday
afternoon.

i

This makes two gallons paint........................ $5.65
Or one gallon ................................................ $2.82
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On June 3 John Anderson had a
coffee serving for his part in the
church work.
The church was full
of people and all were satisfied.
June 5 a quiet wedding ceremony
was performed at the home of Rev.
A. Raita in Thomaston.
The
united were Michael F. Brooks and
Miss Hilma R. Erickson.
tin June 6 Eric Harjula gave a
party in the Finnish Church, as it
was his name-day.
Dinner was
served with refreshments to a large
attendance.
On tlie evening of June 6 a sur
prise party was given to Mr. and
Mrs. E. Kansas of Long Cove. This
was a house warming and all the
neighbors and friends were present.
On June 10 Mr. Schlldt had the
coffee serving in the church.
The
cakes tasted very good and no won
der! Mr. Bchildt lias lately opened
up a new “Finnish Bakery" on the
Kt. George Road.
A well known member of the Fin
nish Church, Eric Johnson, died May
17 after an illness of many years. lie
was born in Finland on July 7. 1S64.
Surviving are his wife, two sons, five
dasgliters, four grandchildren and
many friends here and in Finland
too.
Tlie funeral was held in the
Finnish Congregational Church on
St. George Road, May 20. Tlie burial
was in Thomaston, Rev, Alexander
Raita officiating.
Mr. Johnson will
he missed hy all his friends that
came to know him.
Next Sunday we have a picnic at
Henry 1‘ikkarainen's farm in Finn
Town.
We hope all friends will no
tice this and come with us and bring
their friends too.
Summer is the time to work, when
(he weather and the roads are good,
so let us remember to go while we
can and enjoy tiie pleasures that
summer brings us.
June 13 a picnic was held at Isaac
Anderson's place in Warren.
All
the folks had made up their minds
to go to tlie picnic, so tlie result was
that over 200 people were there.
Sandwicties were served at dinner
me. also ice cream and soda.
In
e afternoon a very Interesting pro
mt was presented consisting of
speeches, songs accompanied by a
guitar and two violin and cornet se
lections.
Ail were glad to have Mr.
and Mrs. E. Kyllinen and Mrs. John
Anderson of Harrison present.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND,

ME.

We Will” was done in green and
white letters and suspended over the
platform
from
which
graceful
streamers of the same colors led to
the ceiling of the church. To the
strains o’ a inarch played hy Dean’s
Orchestra of Camden, the class, es
corted h\ the undergraduates and
marshaled hy Sterling Hoak, entered
the
auditorium.
The
graduates
seated on the platform were Albert
Kyllonen, Lois Hagerman,
Anna
Harkins, Dorothy Hoak, .Marion Orff.
Laura Whitcomb,
Evelyn
Waltz.
Florence Creamer, Alma Creamer,
Lucille I.enner, Leona Bines. Evelyn
Genthner,
Norman
Benner
and
Gladys Flint. Miss Lucille Benner,
who had completed the four years
course in three, gave the .salutatory.
She weh omed the guests with unaf
fected cordiality and also gave a
scholarly address on "Education.”
She told of the development of edu
cation liom the smaller schools to
larger schools and colleges and of its
value in the many problems of life.
Miss Evelyn Waltz in delivering the
class history, gave a delightful set
ting to what is often a subject of in
terest only to the members of the
graduating class. She spoke of the
four years in High School as a voy
age over four seas and the adven
tures as lead from a log kept hy her
were enlightening and amusing. The
class will was read hy Albert Kyl
lonen and contained many amusing
and serious bequests, among the lat
ter being a set of 150 classics, for a
library nucleus, the class picture
presented to the school and a gift of
a $5 gold piece to John Newburn in
appreciation of his assistance in the
entertainments given hy the class.
Miss Laura Whitcomb in giving the
class prophecy related her adven
tures on a motor trip during which
she found her classmates living more
or less useful lives in 193(5. Many
bright hits and \vitticisins made this
part of the program entertaining.
In her address to the undergraduates
Miss Florence Creamer gave some
excellent advice delivered in an easy
and pleasing manner. Miss Evelyn
Genthner amused the audience with
her selection of class gilts and the
bright sayings with which she pre
sented the offerings. The address
of the valedictorian, .Miss Gladys
Flint, was on the "Life of Francis
Parkman.” She spoke of the perse
verance and courage of it and of how
it should he an example to those just
starting out on the highway of life.
With gracious words she thanked'
teachers, school committee, ami the
townspeople, who had made the grad
uation possible, then turned to her
classmates with a touching farewell.
Supt. Russell S. Greenwood .ad
dressed the class and presented the
diplomas. A hall was given in the
evening in the Star Theatre, which
was beautifully decorated in the
class colors. The aL'fdir was largely
attended and Dean’s Orchestra of
Camden furnished music lor the
dancing.

BALLARD’S IS DIFFERENT
A Headache Remedy Easy to take, not a Towder.
Opiates, Chlora or Cocaine. No bad after-effects.

No

BALL«RD'Sh.c£s, tablets

Come in a neat box. Sold everywhere. Free sample sent by
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL CO., Old Town, Maine

A1 the Sign of
?;Nor1h Nation!■thi D an k

North
Iationa
Bank

WILL
INVENTIONS CONTINUE
AT THEIR PRESENT RATE?
A recent magazine article asked this
question.

Whether they do or not, this

Bank will always hold fast to all that is
good in the old and be- ready to hdopt
every new method which may be of serv
ice to its patrons.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
Member of Federal Reaerve Bank

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
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WON COLLEGE HONORS

Salutatory honors were awarded to
Dana S. Ilawtliorne of Waldoboro,
who graduated yesterday from Mid
dlebury College.
Besides receiving
his Bachelor of Arts degree, cum
lauec, he is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa. In the last meeting of the
graduating class, he was also elected
permanent secret ary-treasurer, one
of the highest *honors the class can
confer.
Hawthorne was graduated
from llehron Academy with the class
of 1922. lie is tlie sun of Dr. John
S. Hawthorne.

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS ■
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A. V. Barton, chief engineer of the I
S. S. South Shore is home from New
York visiting his wile and baby.
Principal Sturtevant’s School Held Pretty GraduationMr. and Mrs. A. L. Young of Lin
colnville and Wesley Waltz of War
Alumni Banquet a Happy Affair.
ren were callers at Walter Swift’s
Monday
Ralph Swift is at home from the
The overshadowing events
in almost no chance to become great, he
University of Maine fop the summer
vacation.
Tliomastyn this week have been the rose to the highest position in our
country.
Handicapped as he was
Mrs. Chesley P. Delano left Thurs
raduatlon of the class of ‘26. Thom- he struggled on amid the sneers and
day for Bangor to attend the gradu
ating exercises. Her niece Ruth aston High School, and the reception. laughs of his associates. From clerk
banquet and hall to the class given in a small store lie became a lawyer.
Grant accompanied her.
Congressman, leader of the Repub
Merrill Feyler of Boston is in town by the Alumni Association.
lican party and at the time of bis
on his vacation.
election was the choice of forty per
The R. H. Counce Engine Co. will
< >n Wednesday evening a capacity
It was his fine
try out their engine next Monday- audience assembled in Watts Hall cent of the voters.
night at 6.30 o’clock. They are look to witness the exercises which sig spirit of Americanism that inspired
him to do great and noble things;
ing forward to the Fourth of July
naled the entrance ol' the class of '26 his simplicity, his love for his country
muster.
into the larger lield of activity. The and its citizens, his persistence, all
John II de Winter, a member of
class motto “Palma Non Sine Pul- won for him the respect and admir
the T. II. S. class of ’26. Is leaving
vere” was above the curtain. Tlie ation of his fellowmen.
Lincoln
today for Boston to enter the employ
front of the stage was covered with had the greatest confidence in what
of Brown Durell & Co.
white and red lilacs and a profu he believed to be the right thing even
The caterer for the alumni.banquet
sion of highly colured tulips with a when luck was decidedly against
was Mont P. Trainer of Rockland
sprinkling of lilies of the valley. him.
ably assisted by members of the
Upon the stage were the members of
Lincoln became president at the
Parent-Teacher Association and the
the class*. 27 in number: Principal most critical time in our history, a
Junior girls of the High School. The
Sturtevant and his assistants. Miss time w hen the people ol’ a free coun
service was good and the menu
Smith and Miss Cross; Rev. N. F. try were divided against themselves.
ample and satisfying.
Atwood and Charles M. Starrett of To realize the solemn responsibility
Thomas Benner of Boston is the
the School Board, the last named that Lincoln felt we have only to be
guest of Mrs. Lucy Tobey.
presenting the diplomas.
reminded of his Gettysburg and also
Mr. and Mrs. George Creighton
The honor parts of which a more
few lines from his inaugural ad
and children of Newark, N. J., will
extended notice is given, were well dress which concerned the South.
arrive today to spend some weeks
composed and acceptably delivered. “You have no oath in heaven to de
with relatives.
A new feature which was a decided stroy the government while I shall
The World Wide Guild will have a
improvement was the prominence have the most solemn one to pre
social in the Baptist vestry Monday
given to vocal music in the program. serve. protect, and defend it.” Did
evening at 7.30.
As directed by Miss M. G. Ruggles Lincoln for one moment flinch in his
Grades 5, 6 and 7 held their last
and with Miss Hall at the piano, it attempt to make this country the
day of schflol picnic in the school
gave supreme pleasure to the audi home of a free people?
rooms Friday.
Turning her attention to the
Edward Andrews and family will ence.
The selected essay on “Indians of late President Roosevelt she said.
arrive today from Plainfield, Yt., for
Early Thomaston” by Miss Simmons "His splendid policy, of conservation
a visit.
Mis. Horace O’Brien has been the had a local interest and was appre is always fresh in our memories: it
ciated.
Tlie class history by Albert v.as one of his strong points. There
guest of Mrs. A. P. Heald this week.
Elliot was well related, the class will probably was never another Presi
Mrs: E. P. Starrett has returned
by Miss Comstock, the prophecy by dent who played such havoc with
from a visit in Portland.
Messrs. Lindsey and William Vinal everything unprincipled. Even after
The papers report that Albert
and the bestowal of the class gifts lie ended his career as President he
A. Keene of Hyde Park. Mass., was
by Miss Margaret Felt furnished always had foremost in his mind
stricken with paralysis while riding
ideas for progression.
What men
in his car from Massachusetts to their quota of tun.
do people hold up a head of Roose
.Lewiston, Me. He was taken to the
Maine Central Hospital. Mr. Keene
The Salutatory was ably delivered velt as 10ft percent American, men
is well known in Thomaston. His by Kenneth Marshall on tl>e subject with the deepest ideals of American
We are the
wife was Miss Alida O’Brien of this “Youth” and said in part: “Youth is ism and sincerity.
place. Mr. and Mrs. Keene have spent that happy time between chiidhoad young people of today who are soon
many summers here and have many and manhood.
ft is the plastic pei> to go out into the world as its cltiIsn't it up to us as future
friends who are very sorry to hear of iod of our lives when we see vis- } aens.
Mr. Keene’s sickness.
ions and strive to reach ideals. It Is citizens to live up to the high stand
The Methodist choir is presenting the stage in our lives when we pre ard made by Lincoln?
The members of the class were:
on Sunday evening another story and pare ourselves for our station In the
John de Winter. Albert Elliot, Airon
song
service
entitled
“Probable outside world.”
Sons’’. The church orchestra will als >
Mr. Marshall found that as youth Clark, Kenneth Marshall. Albert Colfurnish special music. The same is criticized today in dress, manners lamore. William Watson.
Williams.
agency through which the “Edith and amusements so it has been in Lindsey. Percy
Marshall Clark Co.’’ was secured last previous generations. Youth is found Brazier. Evelyn Coom bs.
summer is furnishing an entertain to he ambitious, adventurous, cour Creamer, Nanina Comstock. Sher
ment of novel attractions in music ageous and religious.
In the choice man Wotton. Paul Wotton. William
and impersonations on July 3. This of ways of earning a livelihood the Vinal, Clara 'Lindsey. Elizabeth
is to be given by The Anne Varner s|*eaker found that the youth of to Newhert. Evelyn Mossman. Margaret
Baker Co. of Boston at the M. E. day has a w ider range of occupations Simmons. Eleanor Moran. Phylli
Church.
than the youth of former years who Whitehill. Margaret Felt. Erving
Many who had the pleasure of see usually followed the calling of his Condon. Dana Stone. Tauno Num
ing “The First Year” presented by father.
He saw a distinct advan minen. Lewis Smalley, Carlton Sim
The Knickerbocker Players in Rock tage in the shorter hours and the mons.
• • *
land a few- weeks ago are planning specialized work or calling of today,
to attend again next Tuesday evening affording
The Alumni Festivities
a
chance
for
study,
at Watts hall and are also advising or to pursue a hobby thus taking
Thursday evening the reception
their friends not to miss it. All are him away from following useless and banquet to the class of '26 by
agreed that it is an exceptionally things.
the Thomaston High School Alumni
good production. Joseph Emery who
The speaker noted that whereas in Association was held in the Andrews
appears in the leading role, the part former years the theaters were con Gymnasium with ISO seated at the
taken by Frank Craven on the pro fined to the cities, today they have tatdes. Tlie younger members were
fessional stage, is so well known to eached out into the country and present in large numbers. Tlie base,
Thomaston people that special inter the movies are bringing pleasure to l.all team was given honor for win
est will be taken in his work as it thousands scattered lip and down the ning the sixtli trophy in the Knox Aanother former Thomastonion. Seats byways. Dancing as an amusement Lincoln games.
l-'or two years in
will in that of Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee. was treated fairly by the speaker. succession the T. H. S. lias been un
are being checked today at Mc
On the whole he felt that youth beaten in the baseball league games.
Donald’s
is being unjustly criticised. There Tlie good coaching by Mr. Sturte
Will the parents of the children of
more in modern life to take one vant has been a large factor in the
the Primary Department of the Bap from his purpose. On the other hand success of the team.
tist Sunday school have their chil opportunities have
increased
in
The program was as follows: "We
dren attend rehearsal June 21 at 3 ldrger ratio.
“No excellence with Want to Know." a series of questions
o’clock for Children’s Day. Other out great labor.”
propounded to the graduates by Miss
rehearsals will be given out Monday.
Jessie Crawford: piano duet. Miss
Those taking part are: Recitation.
The fust essay •'Child Life in < ild Hall. Mrs. Helen Sawyer: vocal duet.
Russell Young: exercise, Virginia New Hr.sd.md" was charmingly ren John Creighton. Forrest Stone: vocal
Wood, Kathryn Chandler,
Helen dered by Miss Evelyn Mossman. She solo. Mrs. Marvon Benner: "Baseball
Stetson. Vaughn Sawyer and Helen told of the unhappy lrtt of the Puri Nine in Song." John Creighton, in
Phillips: recitation. Barbara Feyler: tan ha.iv who opened his eyes on tlie troduced by Henry McDonald: a
song. primary room recitation, Aver- bleak New England landscape.
In clipping from the Boston Globe
ill Reed exercise. Walter Strong. summer it wasn’t so bad. but the by tlie president.
Miss
Moore:
Franklin Smith. Harvard Chandler, winter was different and he was lit The Roll of Honor: in charge
Harold Stetson and Billy Spear: rec tle favored by pampering parents, of Miss Ruggles: song with chorus.
itation. Howard Miller: song, begin rather taken to tlie church on the "Year of Jubilo.” Stanley Cushing;
ners: recitation. Frank Richards: first Sunday no matter how cold and "Burning of tlie Last Bill." Miss
recitation, Doris Mossman; exercise. tlie ice broken from the christening Smith and Miss McPhail; violin so
Phyllis Robinson. Joseph
Cross. bowl.
Consequently infant mortal lo. Miss Bertha Luce.
Hazen Cook and Ann Jacobs recita- ity was very high.
A framed copy of the exercises
tion, Eleanor Howard Gray: recitaThe child was clad in rough and of dedication of the Academy which
lion, Reginald McLaughlin; “Tired shapeless linen and as they grew up was built in 1849 was shown by Miss
Tots,” Leona Risteen. Marie Clark. they were constantly haunted by re Ruggles. Miss Luce's playing was of
Buddy 'Wood, Ross Wilson and Doro ligious extremities and were sub a high order and received a full
thy Ifemty.
<if the hunjected* to sharp discipline, being al measure of applause.
Officers elected by T. H. S. Alumni lowed no relaxation in tlie home or
Association for ensuing year are: elsewhere.
Their schooling was
President, Crockett. Brown: vice elementary witli especial stress on
president, Henry McDonald: secre housewifery.
Latin and penman
tary-treasurer, Harriet Burgess.
ship witli constant effort at relig
Crocket*
Brown;
vice president ious training.
Tlie schoolhouses
Henry McDonald; secretary-treas were very poor and the teachers
urer, Harriett Burgess.
often forced to take their pay in
commodities.
These
stern
old
PALMER MARINE ENGINES.
Send for masters firmly believed that evil re
catalogue allowing the new ZR line
18 sulted from sparing Ihe rod and took
h. p $475, 30 h p $700 4»» h. p $
What games that were
Other sizes 2 to 80 h p
PALMER BKOR n<> chances.
allowed had little freedom connected
39 Portland Pier, Portland. .Maine
26-tf
with them.
The strangest tiling of
192^ DODGE COUPE. 1924 ( hevrolet Sedan all to Miss Mossman was the fact
1925 Ford Coupe. 1924 Port Sport Touring
and a few oilier good trades at reasonable that our boys and girls of today sur
prices.
JONES MOTOR COMAW. 499 rounded by every luxury and sur
Main St., phone 1000, Rockland, Maine.
feited witli amusement, pleasure and
68*tf
ease seem far more discontented
than those poor lads and lassies
brought up under the bleak and rigid
code of 200 years ago.

NORTHEND
FISH STORE

;OR. MAIN & ROCKLAND STS.
—OPEN—

Tuesday, June 22
FRESH FISH

ALIVE LOBSTERS
Telephone 1067

WE DELIVER

R. H. CROCKETT
73-74

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this Firm has
faithfully aerved the fami
lies of Knox County.
Tel. day, 450: night 781-W.
Lady Attendant
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND. ME.

» ♦ • •

"What Maine Offers the Farmer
was tlie very practical subject elm
sen by Lewis Smalley.
He told o
irile life
of the farm
the virile
life demanded
t---,
er bov and of the line result of Ihe
discipline resulting in such men as
Thomas B. Reed. Pcry. Longfellow
and Others—ali farm products.
Tl <
farmer boy and girl of today is of
fered excellent educational advan
tages with tine co-educatlonal coland sound rural schools.
1 he
vital importance of agriculture o
Maine is taught and recognized.
Maine leads today in producing po
tatoes. apples and corn thanks to
scientific education and her farmers
are prosperous.
The Farm Bureau with an enroll
ment of H.ll'-t- is an extension of 11
University of Maine and is a gie.tt
|)()Wer in rural home education ami
advanced farm practice and machin
ery
The farmer of today has hi.
automobile, his radio, telephone and
,11 sorts of labor saving devices be
sides financial and business organi
zations which protect him at
times from marked fluctuation
outside aggression.

* ♦ ♦

Tlie valedictory was most happily
given by Miss Eleanor Moran. She
7hose to build her thought around

Lincoln saying. "When we hear peo
ple -peak of prominent men of tlie
Fnited States. Lincoln should always
be first among them.
He probably
was Hie greatest

man this country

h i ever know n.
BMW in » lo| < ibin, tlie son of a poor farmer, with

T
A 1Drynamic Battery is

the highest-powered bat
tery, plate for plate, ever
built for starting a car.
This means quicker
starts —greater pro
tection against handcranking ordeals.

The life of a Philco
Battery
doesn’t start till you get
the battery. This means
you get its full life —
therefore lenger and far
more economical service
from your battery.

Drynamic

Let us safeguard you
against the embarrass
ments and dangers of
battery failure by install
ing your Philco now.

F. W. FARRELCO
643 MAIN ST—TEL. 661

71-tf
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BATTERIES

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale

Lost and Found

FOR SALE—Small violin; also a canix^
Bo,Ii in good condition. MRS. W. G. ALDEN,
8 High Si Camden
73-75

LOST Wrist vvatvh in Masonic hall, R.kk
port, or o>. way to Ballard Park. Valued
because of sentiment Reward. CHARLOTTE
ROB ARTS Rockport
73*7 5
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of depoidl book numbered 10609 and the owficr of
•;aij hook asks for duplicate in accordance
vvi’h the provision of the Stale Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,
By A. B. B.ackingttin. Asst. Trcas
Rotkland. Maine. June 12. 1926.
70S*76
LOST Bunch or key*, txsween corner
Camden and-Cedar Sts and Maverick Sq
Leave at CO CRIER-GAZETTE OFFICE. Re
ward.
70-72
LOST—Boat, taken trotu us mooring* Pec
13., 1924 Reward of $1000 will be given for
any Information that will indicate who the
guilty parties are.
J A TEEL, Matinlcits.
44*55 tf

FOR SALE—21 ft. power boat.
Apply
RALPH PHILBROOK, care A B. Higgs' Ma
chine Co.
73*75

Wanted
JAM I S
72-74
WANTED Carpenters and laborers. AR
“t-75
MOI R & CO
•
WANTED Work digging wells, basting,
cellar work, wooilen bridges built, stone
walls, sea walls, lawn tennis and grading
Drop a card to GEORGE W. BENNER.
72*74
Friendship Me
WANTED Position by middle aged wo
mrn, as housekeeper for small family, or
niun. no object ion to one child
Address
Housekeeper (II) care Courier-Gazette
72*71
WANTED To buy double tenement house
or two slfigk ones
No dealers. BOX 426
72*74
WANTED Typewriting or office work b\
div or during vacations
Call 614 I or
write to ELSIE >1. MERRILL, 18 North Main
St . City
_______ 71-73
WANTED Reliable man to wash ami
git the cars. (io<nl pay and steady work to
riglu man.
FIREPROOF GARAGE
Tel.
889
71-73
WANTED 'Salestnan to handle fastest sell
ing household articles on the market
Ap
ply after 5.30 p. m
GALEN MEARS. 28
Wairtr. St . op stairs.
71-73
-Clerk at N ARK AG AN SETT HO70-tf
und
table
girl.
WANTED-Kitchen’
66-tf
THORNDIKE HOTEL
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens. Highest prices paid
Tel 352 14
JOHN S RANLETT. Rtxkville. Me.
1-tf
WANTED—Trucking and moving Long or
short trips
Will go any where. Rock and
loam for driveways and lawns SNOWMAN
672-R.
52-tf

Table girl at Nutshell.

FOR SALE 1924 Ford touring car in fine
condition. Newly painted, almost new tires.
A bargain if taken at once as owner is going
away. (ALL 1037-4
73-tf
FOR SALE—70 A< RE FARM—% mile vil
lage, handy city markets, near neighbors,
good mad 30 acres tillage, 8-eow pasture;
lulunblc rood and timber; 90-tree apple
orchard, l’g story 10-rootn house, piazza,
shade trees; pretty view mountains and
water; 41 toot barn. Price $1200, only $100
needed.
Included for quick sale 18M.
shingles, 1M sawed lumber. 12 cda. wood,
kitchen range, stoves, beds and furniture. H.
L STEVENS, 142 Llmerock St.. Kockland.
Mt
74-79
FOR SALE—Collie pips four weeks old.
Maks $5; females $3. Excellent cow does.
ALI’ERT SHERMAN. Union. Me
73*75
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants, Copenhagen,
flat Dutc i. and Danish baldhead. L. l’ALADiNo s Barker shop.
72-74

FOR SALE - 5 tube Atwater-Kent radio set
complete with 5 extra tubes, loud speaker,
new “A” battery, practically new "B” bat
teries, charger, tube flasher, in fact every
thing Inn antenna ami ground. Cost com
plete $168 Will sell for $85 cash. WALTER
B. KNOWLTON, 11 Pleasant St. Tel 628-M.
*
72-tf L
FOR SALE Studebaker coupe, »922 model,
2 paisetiger Fine condition Will exchange
for larger car.
SAL’NDERiS, 40 Elm St .
Camtlvii.
72*74
FOR SALE—23 tt. boat with For<l Marine
equipment
SAl'NDERS, 49 Elm St., Cam
den
72*74
FOR SALE Chicken or fruit business, 3
acres, cottage. 3 rooms finished, open chamber.
Near lake
Low price quick sale. Address
B. F S , Courier-Gazette Office
72-74
FOR SALE Small size boys bicycle, jut*
overhauled, enameled and new tire
Price
$l .tm PARK ST BARBER SHOP, opposite
Park Theatre.
71*73
FOR SALE—Complete course in Spanish
Ihciud'.ng phonograph, 39 records and leather
bound instruction book, never used. Will be
soM cheap Apply JOHN O STEVENS. Bur
pet* Furniture Co.. Rockland.
71-73
FOh SALE—10 white dressers. $5 to $15
each. 1 oak flat top office desk. $1109; 1
zinc covered serving table, $15.06; 12 bed
side stands and tables. $1 to $3.99 each ; sev
eral >ards of rubber matting
MRS. J A
FROST. 15 Sumni'T St.. Rockland
70-tf
FOR SALE—Comfortably furnished cottage
at ('coper’s Beach, Maine
Everything hut
silver and linen. 3 s’eepitig rooms, living
rwmi. dining room and kitchen.
Water
WANTED—Boats of ali description, pleas piped into houae from well, also use of liiinure and commercial, straight power and tril spring. Lot 56x106. Additional build
auxiliary Send us particulars. KNOX MA ing cn property can be used for servants
RINE EXCHANGE. Camden. Me
51-lf quarters or storage
Broad piazzas on west
The best view of mountain,
WANTED- Waitress at GRAY GULL CAFE. and north side
'•ciati
and
bay
on
the
range. Purchaser can
Llmerock street, at once.
47-tf
take possession at once
Information and
WANTED Position as all round cook term; can he had of R. U. Collins or V F.
Best of references furnished
HORACE Studlej Co., or by communicating with me.
PERRY. Orange St Tel. 726.W
tf* FRED W WIGHT Room 362 Treasury Build
ing Washington. D C.
70-73
FOR SALE Farms, lake and shore prop
Miscellaneous
el « also fPOtf trad"- in dty, Bn> |our
$35-$30 A WEtK Ambitious man or wo house b> paying down small amount, bal
man wanted at once to distribute’well known ance as rent. List your property now for
products, etc., to steady users in your loealib
i,u;ck sa!e
L. A. THl'RSTON. 468 Old
Larger earrings as your service improves. Cohi t( Road, Rockland. Tel. 1181-W.
69-tf
Write for exclusive route, P O. BOX A-367,
FOR SALE—All kinds hard and soft wood
Newark. N 4.
73*It
and kindling. Immediate or future delivery,
FIREWORKS Wholesale ami retail
Cor
quality and at right price RALPH P.
ner Main ami Myrtle Sts.. Rot-kland. Maine
ON ANT A SOX, South Hope, Me.
Tel
73*78 Rotkland 67-11.
E. E S \IMGNS
69-tf
SIMON D. CROSBY is prepared to dFOP SALE The Esther Roberts estate,
kinds of electric work Tel. 995-W
7:
sitt.i ted on Pleasant Street. ROBERT S
AREV,
Administrator, Viualhaveti
68-89
BEGINNING JUNE 28 I .shall be prepared
to tutor a number of High and Grammar
FOP SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant St.
School subjects during the summer vacation MRS LIZZIE HAHN. 74 ( ain.len St.
68-tf
ELMER R. VERRILL. Principal Kockland
FOR SALE OR TO RENT—Hummer home,
WARREN
FTIgh School. 215 TaDtot Ave
71-tf
ocaad on State road between Tenant’s Har
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Walter Tibbetts moGET YOUR lacquer job doiiu^tt HTEYENS’ bor and Port Clyde, beautiful o-ean »ie#r, 8
GARAGE,
57
Pacific
St.,
Rockland.
Tel.
ro
ms, large barn.
Water piped to house.
Lively Times Ahead With'
‘‘"u BosIon Wednesday and
««*T4 B’li.d.ngs in excellent condition. 3 acres.
Hannah 563-R.
have beei» nests of
The readipg of the Roll of Honor
rdertul place for children.
Will lent
PLASTERING. BRICK LAYING. CELLAR
Next Thursday Night’s spear.
wkh its freqpent interpolation by the
H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect «t .
wall; built ami repaired, cement blocks, ce timtshed
c
•
P L’L’ •
Maurice Sidenspnrkcr and Aim
LentHiuster, Mass
68.73
assembled company of
ment floors and posts, painting and paper
opamng L.xhlbltion.
Bishop have been employed shingling hanging of all kinds. By day or job FRANK
er ii\f or“The old one’s gone. Ha-ba!
I
-----j
toy
Clarence
Russell.
K
ana
A
W.
GRAY,
3
Adams
S(..
Rockland
hlR. Walmatlon write G. CLEVELAND WALTER
The new one built. Ho-bo!
68-tf
With 200 scats reserved for the lo- j Next Sunday morning. Rev. C. T). Tel. 399-4.
•hero. Me . K F. D 2.
It must be new the kingdom’s coming
Ami the year of Jubilo"
I BUILD GRAVEL WALKS AND LAWNS
cul and visiting Sir Knights, the St. ’ Paul, pastor of the Congregational
FOR SALE OR TO LET—For season. Fur
Was followed by the Burning of the John’s Day spurring exhibition at i Church is exchanging pulpits with and renew lawns; also sell cow dressing isbed house at Holiday Beach, Including
and loam TEL. 148.
66*73 thru*, sleeping rooms, also piano. MRS. $1.
Igist Bill. This was an impressive the Arcade is already an assured Rev. Albert G. Henderson of the
HERRICK Tel. 386-31
60*73
at 22 BAY VIEW SQ.
One of the Commandery 1'nion
ceremony in which the following: was success.
Church. Yinalhaven.
Mr AtCLAIRVOYANT
63*86
home until further notice.
FOR SALE Ali kinds of wood and lumbar.
rendered antiphonally by Miss Itita bands will be in attendance so that Henderson will preach at both the
EDWIN H. MAXCY Pi -ir.s, fr .
I Delivered anywhere. T J. CARROLL. Tel
Smith and Miss Mary McPhail. At there will he lots of music in addi morning and evening service. The mouldings,
63-21. Thomaston R F. D
67-tf
picture framing and cabinet work
the clos' the “Last Bill.” was con tion to the biffs and hangs.
regular choir will sing at the morn of ali kihds AT THE BROOK. KO( KLAND
FOR SALE N’cw milch Jersey cow with
“
Bing
”
Conley
and
Johnny
Bart

signed to a brazier, lights turned off
Opp Xew Y’urk bakery. Tel. 501- R oi
ing service.
all4* two-horse team wagon with akdh
61*7’ axels, also crank jigger axel goes with same.
in tlie hall and green, crimson and lett. who appear in the main bout
Mrs. W illis Cooper and Mrs. Jane 1072-M.
Two
horse disk harrow, most new. FRED A.
HARVEY
’
S
PUBLIC
AUTO
SERVICE,
day
blue flames marked the end of a met in a six-round match at Port Walker of Cliftondale. Mass., and
68*75
land about three weeks ago. and cre- Mrs. Emma Bucklin of Malden, for- or night. «nth boat and train calls a spe STARRETT. Warren, Me
dear but heavy bit.den.
cialty TEL 355-4
58-tf
FOR SALE—Ladles* Guaranteed pure silk
ated >o much of a stir that Portland ; merly a resident of South Warren
INTRODUCTION
BATHING SUITS—All wonted direct from plaited hose in all shades. Enclose $1.00,
wanted ihe couple again.
Manager are visiting Mrs. Cynthia Counce.
Attend, good people, for now appears
mill al wholesale prices, $4.50 each. Ladle*’ stale size and color desired. Money back if
The fruit of our labor for five long
irsl
George W. I’.achelder of the Elks
Mrs. Ixtilia Montgomery who has In powder blue, fawn. red. jade, green and not satisfied. This Is a big value. Don’t
Club heat the Forest City to it. how been attending the convention of the navy Sizes 36 to 44 Men's ami Boys’ in miss It HAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. Cor.
Kindle the ffre. and we’ll watch in turn
ever, and “Bing” and his colored op S. of V. Auxiliary In Portland, has navy' and black, also two piece suits, namely Main and Lindsey streets, Rockland, Me.
The Mortgage on the old Farm burn!
61*tf
white shirts and navy trunks including white
ponent will occupy the corners at returned home.
belt Sizes 28 to 44. Fast colors and guar
FOR SALE—1 18 in. surface planer and
And understand, while the blaze w? teed.
the Arcade next Thursday night.
Mis. Ella Davis is visiting her aunt, anteed pure worsted State size and color matcher: 1 oak body for 1 ton truck; 1 2Were very symbolical folk Indeed!
“Bing” is a fighter every minute, and Mrs. I. J. Shuman in Rockland.
when ordering.
Also Men’s beaver sport horse dump cart body. Will be sold at a
for $4 75 each. We also specialize in bargain. Inquire of HERBERT B BARTER.
Johnny Birtlett is looking for sat
The children from tlie Malcolm’s Jackets
Fur we represent, as best we may.
blankets and in hand knitting and rug yarns 227 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 25.
58-tf
isfaction.
So there you are.
The T. H S . and the P T A .
i Corner scliool enjoyed a picnic with Write for samples CONCORD WORSTED
And other societies, grave and gay.
FOR SALE—Hercules work shoes, mocca“Cannon-ball” Cote and
‘Irish i their, teacher. Mrs. Florence Davis, MILLS. West C«icord. X. H
63
And yon and she—und he—and they —
ain toe; ^aif
nailed and sewed, $5.00 value for
Barney" Grant are due for a grand at Hollis Ktarrett’s pines June 11.
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE
And I think It is perfectly safe to sa>
mix-up in the six rounds of semi A fine attendance recifd has been PORTER Is for sale at J. F CARVERS. $3.48 Mi LAIN SHOE STOKE at the Brook
Everybody that’s here today.
_____________________________________57-if
132*tf
And some that are hundreds of n
away, finals, while Bud Fisher, one of the achieved by the pupils of this school. Rockland.
FOR SALE—All kinds of real estate—fine
But are here in spirit to cry Hurray!
stars in the last bout will find a ' those not absent or tardy are, Fred
BARKER’S POEMS—A copy bi excellent buy* in Thomaston and Warren—shore and
condltibn
for
sale.
Also
a
copy
of
Begin
i-usgul
opp.inent
in
Johnny
McCam-j
jlucklin,
Samuel
Curtis,
Willis
farm
properties. For particulars call DR.
kindle the fire with a right good will.
bridge, who recently landed in this Moody, Ji.. Dana Smith. Jr.. lLarland nings of Colonial Maine.” R. T FATTEN ALLYNE PEABODY Tel 36-11 Thomas
And we'll burn there.n tin- imai otu.
Skowhegan
41*tf ton
55-tf
For it’s paid and settled and conquered and country from Ireland.
Spear. J.ssper Spear, Jennie I^enipiPAINTING—DECORATING — Whitentaf
s!a!n
FOR SALE—One 500 account McCaskey
It is understood that the third man nen. Fiances Moore. Marguerite Sim
celling*.
Outside painting a specialty: nift Register and safe combined. PEOPLES
In the sweat of our brow and the sweat of
in the ring will lie a boxing expert mons. (Tnistine J. Starrett. Kather wall papers for sale. A. E. MORTON. 3
our brain.
AUNDRY. Kockland
44-tf
from outside of Knox County.
65-tf
And we trust its ghost won't walk again.
ine Starrett and Florence Wiley. Jajnes Si Tel 941-W
FOR SALE—Kermath, Clay and Lathrop
Manager Bachelder lias already Katherine Starrett has been neither
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. WHITEN
marine engines
Second hand marine en
1 ut read, before It is lost in air
had reserved seat applications from absent nor tardy lor one year and ING CEILINGS, (lean and Polishing Hart gines. Boats of all description, both pleas
An item a: random here and there.
wnud Floors
Outside work a spe<ait>
ure
and
commercial,
also speed model*.
Bangor and Lewiston.
Frances Moore lor two years. Mar SIMEON M DI’NCAX, 692 Main street. Ran
Write fur particulars KNOX MARINE EX
The Bill
guerite Simmons received the prize kin Block. Rockland. Me
8*tf CHANGE. Camden. Me.
51-tf
for learning the most lines of p etry
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods ai
Item: Several thou-and dollars
ALL-LEAGUE
TEAMS
TOR .SALE—House at Atlantic, Swan’s
for the y ear.
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St.
MaP Island. 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sight
For a guaranteed ventilating system
When the alr-JiafU made a draft
Newell Eugley resumed work at »idns solicited. HELEN (’ R1IODKS 65-tf ly location, close by shore. Garage and outscholars.
Sturtevant of Tnomaston and • the Woolen mill Wednesday after a
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR RIGHT— bitllulngs, water in house. Acre’ and half of
We eluted ’em up, and no one missed
At *
Get this valuable booklet free
It toll* land. Fine place for summer home
why It costs no more to get a good used ca» bargain. Address DR. I. B. GAGE, Atlantie,
Richards
of
Camden
Make
,
Item: Tl:? sum we had to pay
Mrs. Margaret Sawyer is having a than a poor one—If you know how
I
Me
57*tf
To the lecture bureau that sent us a p
V
vacation from her work at the mill tells how to locate the real bargains.
Selections.
Plus the chagrin that was added to It
saves
you
many
dollars,
but
costs
you
nothing
until the first week in July.
Of explaining how we tarn, to do It.
Send us your address, and your copy of thl? Summer Cottages and Board
William Partridge has nmved a money-saving booklet will be mailed to vw
The
(
inches
in
the
Knox
and
Lin

Item : A dollar here and there
TO LET Furnished cottage, boat and
part of his household goods into a promptly. ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICE
For advertising our County Fair
coln League have been asked by The flat in Newman block which he ex Old Circus Grounds, Rockland.
65-tf g..i;gi at Lake Mcgiraticook, Camden, in
With paint and cardboard and printer's ink—' Courier-Gazette to prepare an allJune,
by day or week. L A. THURSTON.
MASON WORK—Cellar walls built and re
pects to occupy at an early date.
But not so many as one uoubl think
paired; also cement blocks for sale
G. H 468 Old County Rd, Rockland. Tel. 1181-W
league team, tirul not to omit their
For w« found, before (\e reached our » nds,
Lester Young has l»een employing SKINNER,
69-tf
14 Hall St , Rockland. Me 65-tf
own players for the mere sake of a part of his vacation painting his
We were advertised by our loving fri< nds.
TO LET—Two furnished cottages at PleasBUILDINGS
BUILT,
alierea
or
rep.lrMl
courtesy.
Thus far two coaches barn.
ant Beach by week, month or season. Apply
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
Item: Many a sleepless nigh'
have responded.
Mr. and Mrs. John Siildall and son Tel. 538-3. L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD 8T MRS. H. H. STOVER. 429 Forest Ave , PortRacking our brains until up.ruing light
L. C. (“Styvie”) Sturtevant, coach Headley Siddall and friend Horace
65-tf latui, Me., or Tel. Portland Forest 10047.
Over whetbei It all was going right.
69-t*
of the Thomaston team,, makes the Plinkhorn of Southampton. Nova
FISHERMEN AND BOA I-0WNLH8- gt*<1
Copper for belfry Walk of gravel —
TO LET—Four large room cottage close
for prices on the FORD MOTOR with BAR
following
selectior
Scotia,
are
guests
of
Mrs.
Siddall
’
s
Cambric fo. elephants watch 'em travel!
FORD attachment for all Boats
Compare by shore of Tenants Harbor, spring water,
Pitcher. Condon of Thomaston and sister, Mrs. H. D. Sawyer.
Scats for the new assembly hall—
the FORD MOTOR and parts prices to tlie boat, garage available. IRA G. HART. EfCoombs of Viiialbaven.
65-tf
KNOX ( ODNTv more Maine.
Mrs. Alice Cook has been ill with motor you are now using
Great big boiler to heat it all.
MOTOR SALES COMPANY, Authorized Ford
Catcher. Burns of Thomaston and i severe cold.
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGER
Dealers, Rockland. Maine
65-tf
and estates; up-to-date property, in the
Traftoii of Rockland.
Messrs. E. M. Cunningham, M. M.
.Mik;; and miles of Dennison’s crepe
garden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Writs
First Base, Elliot of Thomaston.
For clothes of every color and shape.
Cunningham and. Joseph Stickney,
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKBY, BelSecond Base. Stone of Thomaston, carpenters, are at work building a
To Let
fast. Maine.
22-tf
What matter*; the items? Here you’ll find
(Capt.).
house fo» Duncan Starrett at North
Almost any that come to mind.
TO
LET
Storage
for
furniture
in
a
lathed
Third
Base,
Grafton
of
Thomas

Waldoboro.
•
All the cos and the labor too
Used Cart
and plastered room in ham chamber. F. (
That had ’ i
pent in putting through
ton.
Miss Arlene Sawyer was expected LINDSEY. JR., 15 Laurel St Tel 574 J
FOR SAI E—Light Six Studebaker, first
Princess ( I . ..nthemuin—
Shortstop. DcVVinter of Thomaston. to arrive Thursday from Connecticut
class condition
Mileage 4.709. Late 19a
Left Field. Smalley of Thomaston. where sue lias been teaching in the
Minstrel Show—
TO LET Two light housekeeping rooms model. ARTHUR L. PERRY. Warren. T«J
174-42.
73*fl
Center Field. Vinal of Thomaston. public schools.
at 31 FELTON ST. Tel 733-3.
7
Three Super-Keiths—
Right Field. Dailey of Camden.
BARGAINS IN OUR USED CAR DEPART
Mr.^. Josephine Davis is employed
TO LET House of 4 rooms, shed, electric
F. F. Richards, coach of the Cam in the finishing room at the woolen lights, flush closet, 26 Florence St. Inquire MENT Hupniohile touring. Chalmers tout
A Bazaar or so—
41 FULTON ST. or Tel. 213-R
72-tf ing.Nash touring. National touring, 'Moon se
den High School team, would have mill.
dan. Velie sedan and Apperson sedan Price*
TO LET Two houses. Iiiquire ERNEST reasonable. Phone 1900 for demonstration.
operettas both old and new—
Mrs. Hannah Spear who was seized
the team made up thus:
71
Indoor parties, and outdoor too—
JONES MOTOR COMPANY, opposite To^
Pitcher. Condon of Thomaston and with a severe attack of indigestion C DA VPS, at Fuller-Uobh-Davis
TO LET—Three rooms, kitchenette and Ckx-k. Rockland._____________ ___ ____________ *tt
Thursday night is improving.
Bennett of Camden.
Big bills, little bills, bills for repairs—
hatn on Main St. Apply CUTLBR-COOK CO
FOR
oupe («o
Catcher. Trafton of Rockland.
T-:l. 288.
69-tf fires and spare. $225. F R ROWE, Warren
And five splendiferous County Fairs!
First Base, Elliot of Thomaston.
Phone 172-22.
72*74
Warren High School
TO LET—G a rage. 35x75 foot floor space
Second Base. Stone of Thomaston.
floors. Apply C. M. BLAKE WALL
At End
FOR SALE Bulck roadster. 1929. 6 cy(.
Five students of Warren High two
PAPER STORE. Rockland
67
Third Base. Plaisted of Camden.
Al shape Cash or time. NYE^S GARAGE,
The flames die down; the bills are paid;
Main St.
72*71
Shortstop, Graftpn of Thomaston. School who completed the school yea
FOR RENT—Johnson’s electric floor pol
The show is over; the ghost is laid.
which
ended
June
11
with
perfect
isher.
$2.00
per
day;
50c
per
hour.
JOHN
Left Field, Dailey of Camden.
FOB SALE Fi»kI deliver). goo<| running
50cotii'tion
Price reasonable. Call GILLEY
Center Field, F. Thomas of Cam attendance records were: Hilliard A. KARL & CO
And now, what’s left from our task profound?
Spear, Clarence Waltz,
Barrett
71-73
T0 LET—Apartment, new, with all modern A: DUNCAN. Tel. 266.
den.
Clark. Marjorie Spear and Evelyn conveniences Apply at PEOPLE'S LAUN
Well, in tin first place, look around!
FOR SALE 1923 Moon touring car. driven
Right Field. Vinal of Thomaston.
DRY.
17
Llmerock
St
44
Sawyer.
In addition to these mem
le-.s than 7990 miles. Can he seen by apply
Not so bad for a town this size.
ing to ELMER E. ALLEN* Tenant’s Harbor.
bers, Annie Starrett, Esther Wiley
But the be-; result escapes our eyes:
Maine.
79.tf
and Karl Moody *tiave missed only Starrett, Esther Wiley,
Hilliar
The spirit we’ve learned in pulling together
FOR SALE—Dort, 5 pass touring. 1922,
one day for the year, and Parker Spear, Clarence Waltz. Parker Star
Through al! the storms that we’ve had to
excellent running order. Price very rea
weather.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT Starrett one day and a half. For rett, Karl Moody and Barrett Clarke in
sonable if sold at once.
MRS. FRANK
We’ve learned of talents we had no: guessed :
the
Spring
term
15
members
of
the
Several
of
these
students
walk
or
CAMPBELL,
Ingraham Hill. Tel 781-4
We’ve found new friends, and we’ve proved
PLUMBING, HEATING
school had been neither tardy nor ride morning and night from dis
71-73
the rest.
And we fed w ith a pride that has just hi gun.
That, .shituiilci* to shoulder and all fur one.
There are very tew things that can’t be done
By the goo.! old village^of Thomaston 1

106 PLEASANT STREET
TEL. 244 W
117-tf

absent: Evelyn Sawyer, Lora Camp
bell, Evelyn Moody, Beulah Starrett,
Eunice Libby, Lilly Manner, Mar
jorie Spear, Mildred Spear, Annie

tances of three to five miles. Their
records speak well for their perse
verance and their loyalty and Inter
est In the school.

A FEW GOOD TRADES IN OUR USED
Car Department;
See Mr. Hanscom or Mr.
MacDonald at Warehouse. No 3. rear sales
room JONES MOTOR (OMPANY, 499 Main
St , Rockland. Tel. 1000.
*tf

1*

I

*

Every-Other-Day
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PLAYGROUND

MONDAY

Children Will Meet the New Director, Miss Angela Fossett
—Every Child In the City Welcome.

OCEAN VIEW TEA ROOM

The Children's Playground will
open Monday for the season of 1926
on its comfortable location, corner
■of Limerock and Union streets.
I This thought led to the division of the
rl’layground and each year has seen
an Increase in its youthful patrons
I anil adult watchers.
It is ideally
situated at a mid point which makes
lit easy of access from all parts of
the city.
The facts of the Playground are

CAMDEN, MAINE

Twelfth Consecutive Year

Shore, Lobster, Steak
and

Chicken Dinners
Catering

OPENS

Lunches

Page Seven

time connected with the Church of
lmmanue, as assistant to the pastor
in the young peoples division. Miss
Fossett will give the children care
ful attention and all are invited to
avail themselves of the playground
together with their parents when op
portunity. offers.
There are rows
of seats along the sides of tile field
where mothers may sit while the
youngsters play.
Children's Playground is distinctly
t community proposition.
It is

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, thia • department es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received
TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

Miss Anna E. Coughlin and niece.
Miss Mary Coughlin, leave today for
New York, when they sail next Wed
nesday for Europe, in company with
Miss Anna -Coughlin’s cousin, Miss
Ormond.

Charles Tweedie is home from
Bucksport Seminary for the sum
mer.

Mrs. John Wadsworth

Mrs. D. J. Clough of Portland is
visiting Miss Lizzie Blackington.

Graduate Lewis Institute
Washington, D. C.
Telephone Camden 88.
Fresh Mushrooms

Mis. Beta Lymburner has returned
from a visit with relatives in Som
erville, Mass.

In Your Own Home

The annual Alumni Reception to
the graduating class of Rockland
High School will take place Monday
night in the new High School build
ing.
A brief hut lively program in
the auditorium will be followed by
dancing in the gymnasium.

The Beauty of China

Mrs. A. D. Jones of Bangor is vis
iting Mr. and Mrs. Philip Jones.

For a number of years fastidious housewives and
hostesses have frequented Fuller-Cobb-Davis’ china
and glass departments. 1 oday, as in former years, this
department offers a wide variety of choice, whatever
you need, from a simple tea set to a formal dinner
service.

Miss Dorothy Atkinson is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Atkinson.

E. S. Healey, who has been spend
ing the past two weeks in the city,
left Wednesday for his horn* in St.
Louis, making a short visit enroute
with his brother, Warren E. Healey
in Boston.

A Quality Seal

on Every Wheol"

The Newest Carriages
Sulkies and Strollers
«
HE season’s finest Baby Carriage designs in a
wide variety of styles ar.d colors are here for your
selection. They are reasonably priced and will de
light the heart of any mother.
A Quality Seal on Every Wheel identifies them as
genurne Heywood-Wakefield—and is your assurance
of excellence attained through 100 years' manufactur
ing experience.

T

V. F. Studley Inc.
283 Main 3t.

— ——
Mrs. H. G. Hall of 146 Rankin
street is visiting relatives in Wal
tham. Mass.
Herbert Prescott has completed
his teaching duties at Boothbay
Harbor for the school year, and has
arrived home to spend the vacation.

Tel. 1080

Rockland
Sole Agents

Heywood-Wakefield Carriages
sain

PARK

Double Bill Today
Mrs. Rudolph Valentino
In

‘ When Love Grows Cold”

THURS.FRI.

Pola Negri in
‘Good and Naughty”

Bob Custer
in
“Flashing

Spurs’

A Paramount

PETER THE GREAT
In

TODAY

“SIGN OF THE CLAW”
And

Charles Ray in “Dynamite Smith”

EMMA THORNDIKE CARTER

Mrs.
Emma Thorndike Carter,
widow of the late Alvin A. Carter,
died at her home on Summer street.
Wednesday morning after an illness
of many months. She was born in
Camden, July 31. 1850, the daughter
of the late Christopher and llulda
S. Thorndike. The deceased was a
Woman of strong character and bore
the long days of suffering with ex
emplary courage and patience. A
devoted wife and mother, a loyal
friend, she was respected and loved
by all who knew her. A member of
the First Baptist Church for more
than 40 years she took an active in
terest in all departments of its
work.
She is survived by three
daughters. Mrs. S. T. Lowe and Mrs.
C. F. French of Rockland, Mrs.
Blanche C. Robbins of South Union,
one son. Fred A. Carter of Rockland,
a sister. Mrs. Cora Harrington, aand
a brother. Fred A. Thorndike, both
of Rockland and six grandchildren.

GRINDELL’S

COLONIAL ORCHES.
Playing

WARNER BROS. Present

8:30

WATCH OUT

FOR

Mellie Dunham and
“Gram” Orchestra
Old Time Dancing

THE

EAGLE'
Supported bu

VILMADANKYand LOUISE DRESSER.

CLARENCE BROWN

EMPIRE

PRODUCTION
ti

His-HeartlRulesjatf Empire

Real Estate, But I Also
BUY

402 MAIN STREET,

“THE WINKING IDOL”

ROCKLAND

Willi

If the Prices Are Reasonable

L. W. BENNER
2 NO. MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Eugene O’Brien
JW

Tint
Hutioncl 3^
Picturej

A Modern Romance by
“•eorge Barr McCutcheon
Screen Cersion Frances
Marion
The Screen’s
Greatest
Lovers in the Greatest
Modern Love Story.

CASEY OF THE COAST-GUARDS"

Tel. 233-J. or 138-J*

72-tf

Twcedie

is

home

Mrs. Nan Hall is visiting friends in
Waltham, Mass.

Miss Lucy Marsh is home from
Gorham Normal School.
Mr. anti Mrs. John Cook of Chi
cago arrive tomorrow for the sum
mer at The Samoset.

PLANT LOVERS ATTENTION

Mrs. Lloyd X. Lawrence and Mrs.
E. S. May have returned from a mo
tor trip to Portland.

1 have the largest assortment of Flower and Vege
table Plants in Knox County, raised from the
best seeds obtainable.

Mrs. Harry Goodrich and daughter
Irene of Augusta visited
Mrs.
Charles M. Richardson Tuesday.

Parties wanting a list of my plants and also prices, please send
for a circular.

Charles Sherer is home from the

EDWIN A. DEAN
TELEPHONE 1181-M.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

64-S-73

Is Your Name On
Maine’s Longest Payroll?

FOUR TIMES every year over 12,000 “pay checks”
are mailed out by Central Maine Power Company.

Mrs. Lloyd Daniels of Manchester.
H., is here for a short visit, guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Daniels.

(This is an addition to its 1000 pay checks that go out each week to its

Albert A. Achorn and Irving Duren
of Concord, Mass., are spending the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Gonia at their cottage in Cushing.
A session last night with more lob
sters and steamed clams than they
could eat, while the moonlight was
playing on the river in front of the
cottage, convinced the visitors that
‘this is the life.” and they have
leased the Larrabee cottage nearby
for the last two weeks in July. Mr.
Achorn represents the Pilgrim En
graving Co. at 57 Kneeland street,
Boston.

regular employes.)

This payroll represents the earnings of Maine water
powers. Water that has been harnessed to furnish (he
power that is necessary to run the mills, factories and in
dustries of Maine; to light its homes and streets.

Furnishing this power and lights is about as stable as
any business could be—(he trying period of the great
war. the inflation and deflation periods afterwards prov
ed this. Do you see why these checks should continue to
go out for all time as they have in the past 20 years?

Mrs. .Mary Sullivan and son. Daniel
J. Sullivan, of Boston, are making a
week’s visit with Mrs. zEllen Sulli
van, Pleasant street.

Every Maine Citizen Can Get a Check

The next quarterly “pay check” is due on July 1.
\
If you do not already get one of these pay checks you
should. Every person in Maine should share from
Maine’s water powers DIRECTLY.

Col. W. H. Butler and W. C. Bird
left this morning on their fishing trip
above Ripogcnus dam.

Also •
"THE NUT CRACKER”

firaustarfe,

Made by

WEYMOUTH’S

‘Under Western Skies’

MQN.-TUES.

SELLING

For bale at

in

With WILLIAM DESMOND

Cherry Flip Ice Cream

EASTERN DAIRIES,
INC.

Norman Kerry

A Real Circus—Don't Miss It !

TODAY

1 am not only

Try the

WED.-THURS.

“THE BIG SHOW”

Alt the world loves a lover, and even when
Rudolph Valentino.turns bandit romance
reigns supreme. As the Eagle he is
rapacious, as a soldier he is daring,
thrilling, but as a lover he again
sways the senses, stirs heart,
sweeps the emotions.

Miss Frances
from Colby.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

University of Maine.
The executive board of the B. P,
W. Club held an informal meeting
llowe W. Hall and family of Orono
with the president. Miss Kathleen are at Spruce Head for the balance
Snow, for the purpose of appointing of the month.
the outstanding officers for the com
ing year. The following were named:
Finance committee. Mrs. Nan Higgs.
Mrs. Emma Carver, Mrs. Edith
Jones; membership committee, Mrs.
Emma Harvey, Mrs. Doris Damon.
Miss Annie Carini: program. Mrs.
Ella Ciye: publicity. Miss Helen
Mrs. F. O. Havener of Morgan York. Mrs. Grace Daniels: house.
town. W. Ya., will arrive today to Miss Ethel Payson, Miss Gene Mc
spend the summer with her sister, Kenzie. Mrs. Maud Hallowell; wel
fare. Mrs. Bernice Havener, Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Collamore.
Gertrude Boody.
Sidney Bird is home from Bowdoin
Rear Admiral and Mrs. A. S. Snow
College for the summer.
and Miss Mabel Snow of Brookline.
Mass., arrived Thursday for their
usual summer visit and are at pres; ent guests of Miss Addie Snow, Pa
cific street.

TONIGHT

a

,■

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens of Tal
bot avenue arrived home from Port
land Thursday where they attended
the Talley, conceit.
Monday morn
ing they leave for Wollaston. Mass.,
where they will be guests for two
weeks of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. St.
Clair.
They will attend the gradua
tion at Harvard, one of the graduates
betnp Foster York St. Clair.

as $30.58.

OAKLAND PARK

THREE DAYS—MON.-TUES.-WED.

Screen story by HANS KRALY

The trend today is toward brighter decorations, ex
emplified in the “Marcia," one of the sets we are now
showing, a rich old English pattern. Open stock, of
course, and a 57-piece set may be assembled for as little

A Corner of the Children’s Playground With a Group of Youngsters On
The gri/duatlon hall of the class of
Parade.
’26 R. H. S. was held at ihe High
School building last evening and
An in
generally known.
All its privileges privileged to use its site through the proved a brilliant affair.
the
are absolutely free.
There are no kindness of the Y. M. C. A. directors. formal reception preceeded
Music was furnished by
fees of any kind connected with it For several years the children them dancing.
and any child is welcome any and selves put on a drive and raised the the Bates Collegiate Orchestra of
The decorations of blue
every day during the play hours—10 necessary funds, but now the organ Lewiston.
to 12 and 2 to 4. Games, supervised ization »is in Community Chest which and white were exceptionally attrac
play, story plays, hikes, picnics and makes it still more an institution of tive, done by the Junior Class under
the direction of Miss Evelyn Perry.
special features make up the pro all the* people.
gram.
Its destinies are guided by these
George Adams is home from Bow
The lot is fenced to prevent young officials: John M. Richardson, pres
sters running out in f ont of auto ident: Willis I. Ayer. Henry C. doin.
mobiles and ail the d< vices are in- Chat to. vice presidents ; S. S. Lord.
Miss Ervilla Stoddard arrive I
st died with a safety idea in mind. Secretary and treasurer; Miss Angela
This thought led to the division of the Fossett, play director: governing home Tuesday from New Hampshire
slides in the shoot the chutes so that committee—G. H. Blethen, W. C. State (’ollege.
there will be an additional platform Ladd. A. \Y. Gregory, Mrs. J. H.
Miss Mabel Holbrook returned Fri
this year and no chance for over Flanagan. A. C. McLoon. Mrs. Eu
crowding.
gene O’Neil, J. W. Thompson. F. S. day from Portland, where she at
The play director is Miss Angela Rhodes. Miss Angela Fossett, E. L. tended the Talley concert and also
Fossett, well known as a worker Toner. Mrs. W. O. Fuller and Mrs. the graduation of her niece, Louise
Moon from the Jackson School.
among young people and for some Nina Beverage.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Dennis
of Melrose. Mass., are in the city,
guests of Mr. and Mrk. Fred R. Spear.
Mr. Dennis is an old-time Rockland
boy, a son of Selah G. Dennis, who
was proprietor of the (’ominercial
House, which stood on the present
site of the Postoflice and was burned
in 18*59. and afterward was pro
prietor of the Thorndike Hotel. Mr.
Dennis as a young man of 21 fol
lowed the sea, among other positions
serving as mate with (’apt. Eben
Thorndike of South Thomaston on
famous ships of that period. He
ended Ph seafaring experiences at
tlie age of 35. Mr. Dennis’ mother
was Uerllia Thorndike, which gives
him cousinship with Mr. Spear and
a great circle of other people in these
regions.

To make this possible Central Maine Power Company
has paved the way for ownership in this Company io the
person who can save as little as $10 a month.
Send in the coupon so that we may mail you more
details about how you can get on Maine's longest payroll,
too.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
Augusta, Maine

A UNION WEDDING
A wedding of considerable local
interest took place Junel6 at the Lit
tle (’htirel, Around the Corner. New
York City when Charles A. Plumer,
son of Di. and Mrs. II. II. Plumer of
this place, was married to Miss
Nathalie M. Stetefeld of Boston.
They were attended by Paul S.
Plumer and Miss Eleanor Stetefeld,
brother and sister of groom and
bride.- The ceremony was followed
by a wedding luncheon at the home
of the bride’s sister. Mrs. Louin
Foster in Brooklyn.

——■

CERTAINLY

'

Central Maine Power Company, Augusta, Maine.
I would be glad to have you mail me more details about getting on
“Maine’s Longest Payroll.” I understand this places me under no
obligation whatever.

Name

Address
C. , . fi

COUPON ————-

. . . .

...............................................

...............

............«

.............................................................................................................
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THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

♦ ♦ * •
A letter from our own Lottie Mc
Laughlin—always
a
pleasurable
event with me—some of which I can
pass along to my readers. She
writes:
“What can you think of me for not
answering your letter of many weeks
ago? It must be this ago of jazz af
fects. every one of us for a spirit of
unrest exists all the time.
Speak
ing of jazz, hasn’t it revolutionized
the musical world, ami how much
longer can it last? It certainly has
interfered materially with the ca
reers of serious minded people, and I
feel very fortunate to have sur
vived at all on Broadway.
The pic
ture theatres are going in for ex
pensive novelty acts, and are putting
the vaudeville theatres out of busi
ness practically.
’ >ur receipts far
exceed the Palace Theatres, the lead
ing Keith houte< here.
You would
he surprised t » know of some of the
concert artist* v i'ii.g here all the
time for an a.i :i'i< »i. hoping for an
engagement.
1 re<«'ve personal let
ters from gills a!', the time, who
study here and ctnnot get in at all.
My heart aches for t.iem.
I have
interviewed some of them, but there
isn’t anything I can do.
•
“Sydney Granman, a big producer
on the Coast, has offered me twenty
weeks, if I want to go to California.
He is the last word in this business
there, and I'm sure would be inter
esting to work with.
But New York
is Xew York—people can never ex
plain the lure of it. but it certainly
does mean more to sing here than
any place in the world.
However.
1 might take a trip next season.
1
want July and August in Maine if

I

5Si®af{Boras’

»
Judging from the Portland papers
the sale of tickets for the Talley
concert to be held in that city on
Jims 16 is very encouraging and sat
isfactory.
1 ant so glad.
It is not
only a privilege to he able to hear
such a wonderful singer right here
in Maine, hut the proceeds are t > he
devoted to a most worthy cause, to
he added to the fund to meet the un
usually heavy expenses of the Maine
Music Festival of this fall.
Miss
Talley recently appeared in Char
lotte. X. C., before an audience of
more than 4.000 persons which
crowded the auditorium to “stand
ing room only.”
Among her pro
grammed numbers were ’ Una voce
poco fa” “Luisinghe piu care.” by
llandel: “A Pastoral,” by Veracini;
•The Wren” by
Benedict:
“Caro
Nome;" ‘When 1 Was Seventeen.”
A Swedish folk song: “Come Unto
These Yellow Sands” by La Forge:
• Love lias Eyes” by Bishop: and
“Tales of Vienna Woods,” by Johann
Strauss.
Th’e review gave Miss
Talley great praise, saying that she
completely captivated her audience
both by her glorious voice and her
winning manner.

fe1

possible.
1 am singing at St. Ed
mund’s Church. Brooklyn, and do
some interesting music there: close
in June.
“1 have a chorus of eight men with
me this week here at the Strand,
singing that glorious Ode to Free
dom. by Victor Herbert.
Mr. Her
bert coached me in it personally, and
I can hear him now playing the
piano and making it sound like a
whole orchestra.» What a talented
genius he was. and such a forceful
personality! He presented this work
at Willow Grove, with a thousand
voices.
We have such a pretty set
ting. a white statue. I at the base of
it. dressed as a White Sister, long
white robe, white chiffon veil, boys
grouped around me in soldier’s uni
form, and red poppies all around. It
is touching and appropriate for Me
morial Bay, and the music 1 have
always adored.”
The only unhappy note in her let
ter is that she holds out no hope for
a Rockland recital this summer.
I When 1 say that 1 want very much
to hear her sing again. I know 1
voice the sentiment of many Rock
land people, as well as others in the
vicinity, who always tind deep de
light in Miss McLaughlin’s singing.
She enclosed in her letter several
press clippings which pay high
tribute to her beautiful singing and
her personal appearance.

Those who did not attend the
Prince ."f l’lltsen” at tlie Strand
Theatre missed a treat.
Il was not
only it delightful dim. hilt Mr.
11 Hara's organ program, consisting
of selections front the light opera of
same name, was in Itself an even
ing's entertainment.
Although the
light op.ga itself appeared several
years ago, many of its melodies tire
still familiar and beloved, as it was
unusually tuneful and musical.
e • • •
An interesting lelter from another
Rocklandite. Lewis Rates Clark, son
of the late Alvah B. Clark ami Mrs.
Clark.
lie Writes in part: "Will
you please tend me Alice Sturgis'
address, as 1 wish to tell her about
my work this winter with Gordon
Balch Nevin—organ
transcription
work.
I' also want to semi her a
picture of the fine large four manual
organ which it has been my privilege
to use, both l’or practice and recital
work tills year.
I am enclosing a
program of the dedication recital of
the new organ ill Waterville. Maine.
Mr. Kevin gave it to me.
He in
formed nte that lie has been engaged
to give a series of recitals on the
$150,000 organ at the Philadelphia
Sesqui-Ccnlennial.
You spoke of
Pierre llenrotte nearly causing a mu
sical calamity by his line playing at
a Chapman concert some years ago,
anil of his having resigned from the
Minneipolis Symphony.
Mr. Ben

SHOULD
HUSBANDS DO
HOUSEWORK?
How Mrs. Dyer Solved the
Problem.
Hrs. Mildred Dyer was lucky. She
had a good-natured husband who
helped her with
in U C h of her
housework. Be
cause she was in
ill health for
five years, it was
often necessary
for him to do
this.
But It
bothered Mrs.
Dyer She felt
that he had to
work hard
enough anyway.
The time he spent in doing her work
was needed for his own. She de
termined to find the road to better
health.
She writes: “I think Lydia E.
Piukham's Vegetable Compound is
simply wonderful. My health is bet
ter than it has ever been. 1 am gettingstrongerand gaining in weight.”
The Dyers live at Redlands, Calif.,
Route A. Box 183.
How often does your husband have
to do your housework? Ko matter
how willing he is, no woman feels
comfortable about it. Perhaps you,
too. will find better health through
the faithful use of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
rotte simply took Altoona by storm
when this orchestra gave a series of
concerts here during the winter.”

violinist: Giovanni Martinelli, tenor,
and several others.
At the Xorth Shore Festival the
greatest interest was manifested in
the presentation of the $1,000 prize
in the composers’ contest to Edward
Collins, a Chicago musician and
member of the piano faculty of the
Chicago Musical College. The de
cision in the contest was unanimous,
the judges being Henry Hadley and
Howard Brockaway of Xew York,
ami Adolf Weidlg of the American
Conservatory of Chicago. Mr. Col
lins’ composition. Tragic Overture,
was played fourth on a list of live by
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
FredericK Stock conducting. It is a
symphonic overture, classic in char
acter. with a funeral march at the
close.
» • * •

Mrs. Rachel Browne brought to
gether many singers for the choruses
on Wednesday and Thursday even
ings during the recent Baptist Con
vention with effective results. I
joined hands with them on Thursday
evening, when "Tlie Heavens ate
Telling” from “The Creation” was
given. While I did not count the
members of the chorus, there surely
must have been fifty, and the number
was given in a thrilling manner,
which evidently met the approbation
of the convention attendants, judging
from their hearty and spantaneous
applause.
• * • •
Just prior to Miss Anna Coughlin's
leaving Rockland for Xew Yoi k, from
which she sails June 23 on the
French liner Suffren for Havre.
France, it was my privilege to have
a chat with her, every minute of
which was a joy. I am sure that no
other teacher remains in my Impart
and memory with such love and es
teem as 1 bear for Miss Coughlin.
When in High School the English
course under her instruction was one
of my “pets.” There was never any
thing irksome or unpleasant during
those lessons, and I feel I owe great
ly to her my love for good literature
and my desire to express myself in
words. Many of her students can
echo thi. sentiment. I am certain.
In addition to her ability as irti in
structor. she has always had the
happy faculty of making friends with
her pupils; their interests were hers.
She has a canniness in fathoming
abilities for future use. and many a
boy or girl seemingly lifeless and am
bitionless she has prodded into
activity and pushed on to higher and
belter things in life. 1 am happy
that the good fortune of this Euro
pean trip has come to her, and 1
heartily join her many many friends
In wishing her bon voyage.

feMoviesi

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES

KNOX COUNTY

STATE OF MAINE ,
STRAND THEATRE,
"When l.ove Grows Cold.” with
Jit* Rudolph Valentino, and "Ko
Mali's Law." with Bolt Custer, will
he shown the last time today at the
Strand Theatre.
•Hell-Bent For Heaven.” opening
on Monday and Tuesday is one
the outstanding pictures ot
the year. • it was adapted front
Hatcher Hughes' stage drama of
the Carolina Mountains that won the
192$ Pulitzer prize.
Palsy Ruth
Miller, officially elevated to stardom,
after being featured for two years,
plays the role of Jude Lowry, the
mountain girl who. while her sweet
heart is away In France attending a
war. has fallen tinder the spell of a
young cantp meeting convert.
The
sweetheart t.Iohn Harron)
conies
hack and finds the backwoods relig
ionist a competitor for the girl's affec
tions. Young Rule (Gardner James)
is "hell-bent fer heaven."
Any
thing he wants to do, he thinks
Heaven has commanded him to do.
and under that obsession, he pro
motes a quarrel between the sweet
heart. and Jude's brother, that re
vives a fifty-year-old feud.
The
climax of the picture, where Hufe
explodes the dam and the flood
breaks loose, was something that
was left to the imagination in the
play.
in the picture it forms one
of the great scenic climaxes of screen
history.—adv.

REPUBLICAN STATE PRIMARY
Republican Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June 21, 1926, in the
County of Knox
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen
ballot, Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine.
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.
LIST OF CANDIDATES
MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH
TO VOTE FOR. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED
FOR EACH OFFICF. ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND
MARK
CROSS (X) TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
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TEA
Bases Its Popularity on Merit
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S
coating
and PLASTIC CEMENT

Vota for ONE

CHARLES A. EMERY, Rockland

□

ARTHUR L. THAYER, Bangor

EDWARD R. VEAZIE, Rockland

U

TOR STATE AUDITOR

Vot« lor ONE

D

TOR SSERITT

Vota for ORB

Et.BERT D. HAYFORD, Farmingdale

FRANK F. HARDING, Thomaston

EDWIN J. MORRILL South Portland

JETHRO D. PEASE, Hope

TOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONUREBS
Vota for ONE

TOR COUNTY ATTORNEY

□

EMPIRE THEATRE

□
FOR STATE SENATOR

Vota for ONE

ZEI.MA M. DWINAL. Camden

Toto for ONE

.EON'ARD R. CAMPBELL, Rockland

TOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

□

GEORGE W. STARRETT, Warren

□

EDWIN S. YOSE, Cushing

J3

Vota for ONR

□

Mr. Clark is now located in Al
TOR REGISTER OT PROBATE Vota for ONE
toona, Penna.
When a boy in
Rockland his interest in music was
TOR REPRESENTATIVES to the LEOIBLATJJRE
keen, an ardent student and thor
CHARLES L. YEA7.1E, Rockport
oughly musical.
In every place he
GEORGE 1.. ST. CLAIR. Rockland
has been since leaving his native city
RODNEY I. THOMPSON, Rockland
he has interested himself in music,
SAMUEL E. NORWOOD. Warren
and judging from his letter he is ac
ROBERT D. THURSTON, Appleton
TOR REGISTER OT DEEDS
Vota for ONE
tively engaged in organ work at the
HOLLIS IL GILCHRIST. Thomastun
present time with keener zest than
JAMES RILEY, St. George
ver.
The organ which lie has been
WILBUR P. STRONG. Thomaston
sing for practice and recital work
Is in the first Lutheran Church of
\
ALBERT WINSLOW. Rockland
hnstown. a church completed in
1922 at a cost of $506,000.
The 01 an is a four manual and echo by
the Skinner organ Co., costing $25.000, one of the most effective of its
* • » »
ize in Pennsylvania. The program
I was particularly interested in
iven by Mr. Xevin in Waterville on
the Purinton Memorial organ March what Miss Coughlin told me of Miss
9 contains interest for our local or- Margaret Ormond, of Xew York City,
her cousin, who is to be her trip
anists, 1 am sure:
companion. Miss Ormond, who is a
Military March-- Pump ami Circumstance
.............................. Elgar graduate of the Institute of Musical
, Art. with which we associate such
M onient MuslcaJe (F Minor) .........................
Franz-Schubert names as Alice Shaw Faber, Manuel
PARK THEATRE
V‘-. . Hl . ,
1.
The Angelus ......................................... Massenet Bernard. Winola Richan and Mary
Today
is your last opportunity to
altz from Faust ............................... Gounod
.igucrreots pc of an Old Mother .......... Gaul Wasgatt, teaches a branch of music see an excellent double feature pro
American Faj.tasia ............................... Herbert that is one of the most difficult of all gram
which Includes "I'eter the
ndle Italic t of the Brides of Cashmere
and one ot the rarest in this country,
reat.” the marvel dog in "The Sign |
Rubinstein
................... Gotschalk the Gregorian Chant. Her activities of the Claw.” and Charles Ray In
The Lust Hope .
Dynamite Smith.”
•es.ai Profession
i.urd- n Balch Nevin at the present time. I believe, are
Will o’ the Wisp
d i. Ba h Xerin confined to summer schools in Cali
Rudolph Valentino will make his
Overture to Euryanthe ............... von Weber fornia, but she is considered very
first screen appearance in some time|
In the notes briefly describing successfu1 and accomplished. She
'The Eagle." a glamorous picture
ach composition 1 was interested in has been trained in many lines of of Russia tiefore the revolution, which
STATE OF MAINE
bat covering “Daguerreotype of an culture and is widely traveled. I can will lie shown three days, starting'
Old Mother” which Is the latest or imagine no two women apparently so Monday. This is the star's first pro
gan composition from the pen of closely allied in cultural interests and duction, since healligned himself with
DEMOCRATIC STATE PRIMARY
Pittsburgh’s gifted composer, liar- educational training as Miss Cough 'nited Artists Corp. Valentino ap- j
ev B. Gaul.
lin and Miss Ormand. and the trip pears in three distinct guises in this
!• Democratic Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June 21, 1926, in the
promise^ to be one of thorough en- ast moving action story, which is ]
iso filled with comedy. He is seen '
Through the kindness of Miss Ab joymen’ from beginning to end.
County of Knox
* * • *
first as a Cossack lieutenant, garbed I
bie llanscom I have received dePenalty
for
wilfully
defacing,
tearing
down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen
criptive circulars regarding Louis
They are to tour France. Switzer n dashing uniform, then as the mys- 1
ballot, Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine.
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.
Cornell, with whom she is studying land and the British Isles. During the erious bandit, known as the Eagle
piano at the Conservatory of Music three weeks they plan to spend in because of his swift and mauradingi
Boston.
It might be possible to se Switzerland. Miss Coughlin will at movements While a bandit he mas-,
me Mr. Cornell for recital, if any tend lectures at the Geneva School of tuerades as a French tutor and en- i
LIST OF CANDIDATES
lub were interested.
He is under International Studies, these lectures ters the home of his mortal enemy,
MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH
the management of the Wetterlow being devoted to politics and govern n "The Eagle" the star is supported ,
TO VOTE FOR. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED
Musical Bureau. Inc.. 30 Huntington ment. Another feature of the trip •y Vilma Hanky, the beautiful Hun
FOR EACH OFFICE ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND
Ave.. Boston.
During 1926-27 sea will he p visit in Ireland to the little garian actress whom Samuel Gold-1
MARK
CROSS (X). TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO HOT ERASE NAMES.
son this bureau has under manage town from which the grandmothers, wyn discovered, in Budapest and!
ment such artists as Cecelia Hansen, sisters, of both Miss Coughlin and brought to America, and by Louise I
violinist: Louise Homer, contralto; Miss Orn.ond. left for the United Dresser, for many years a stage star, |
FOB OOVERNOB
Vota for ORB
Vota for ORB
TOR COURTY TREASURER
Ernst von Dohnanyi. pianist; Rein- States approximately a
hundred who has recently scored a great sucakl Werremath. baritone, and Clara years ago. Miss Coughlin's grand ess on the screen, following her ap- (
□
□
ERNEST I.. McLEAN, Augusta
JOHN L. TEWKSBURY, Camden
Shear, soprano, who is one of the mother coming to Bangor and Miss pearance in "The Goose Woman."!
ent musical finds.
Many fine re Ormond’s to New York City. The Even the minor roles are played by
views are well summed up in one trip will be completed Sept. 1st when rotors of distinction. "The Eagle" is
from the Chicago Tribune:
they sail for the States, and I am al based oil ' Dubrovsky^" a Russian
•’His playing :s of high order. He ready anticipating hearing Miss classic by Alexander Pushkin, “the
ROB STATE AUDITOR
Vota lor ORE
TOR SXRRITT
Vota lor ORB
commands abundant technic, and he Coughlin tell me many features of Shakespeare of Russia.” Tlie screen
tdds to this technical facility and her travels.
version was prepared by Hans Kraly,
□
□
» ♦ * #
BRADFORD C. REDONNETT, Wiscasset
ARTHUR U. PATTERSON, Vlnalhaven
kill, which enable him to do all
who wrote "Passion." "Deception,"
with ease ami finish, a keen sense
Another point of interest gleaned
Her Sister From Paris” and many
for the melodic line, a singing tone. from my chat with Miss Coughlin
□
lher notable successes.—adv.
sane emotionality, and a feel for was regaiding Ellen (Nellie) Tolman,
the musical phrase which when a Rockland girl, the daughter of Jesse
TOB RBPRESBRTATZVB TO OORGRESS
“HEARTS OF THE WORLD”
TOR COURTY ATTORRBY
Vota lor ORB
present raise mere piano playing tri Tolman. a former pupil of Miss
Vota for ORR
Two American painters make their
the plane of the interpretative and Coughlin and graduating in the class
beautiful.”
of 1904. After completing her duties home in France. Marie, the daugh
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland
CIIARI.ES M. STAP.niRD, Auburu
Miss
llanscom is enthusiastic at the High School Miss Tolman ter of one painter, and Douglas Ham
about her teacher, and gives the as- taught schools in this vicinity for a ilton, the oldest son of the other, live
urance that a wonderful treat would short while, and then secured a posi next door to eacli other. A natural
be in store if some club felt equal tion in Auburn. Mass., near Wor event is the love between tlie two.
to the task of securing him for
cester. We don’t keep in close touch Matie and her lover are In the midst
TOR COURTY COMMISSIORER Vota (or ORD
Vota for ORB
TOR STATE AERATOR
with many people lor whom we en of great preparations for their com
recital.
tertain a sincere affection. This has ing wedding when the Great War
• ♦ ♦ *
JOHN B. CROCKETT, North Haven
□
been true regarding Miss Tolman. begins. Though an American citi
MILLER B. HOBBS, Hope
My uncle, E. L. Cleveland, of While she has always had many zen. he gives his life to the service
Houlton sent me programs and press friends in this city, as well as tela of France Marie and iter family, left
LJ
clippings of the Aroostook County tives, I feel safe in saying few really It home in the village, refuse to be
Festival of June 11.
The reviews know what has happened to her in lieve the possibility of danger. Then
TOR RBTRESERTATIVBB to the LEGISLATURE
gave Rablnoff and Miss Belkin warm the way of good luck since she went follows tlie overwhelming of Hie
TOR REGISTER OT PROBATE
Vota for ORE
praise, as they did the other artists, to Auburn. Shortly after her duties French, tlie bombardment and de
F. A. RICHARDSON, Rockland
and I was particularly interested to there were assumed, through church struction of Ihe village. The scenes
HENRY H. PAYSON, Rockland
HERBERT N. BRAZIER, Rockport
note the remark concerning Miss associations she made the acquaint of the evacuation and of the distress
OSCAR H. EMERY. Camden
Marion Hitching* of whom 1 have ance of a family by the name of and terror of the villages under Hie
CHARLES H. PLUMMER. Appleton
told you previously, a Presque Isle Sibley, fairly elderly people, very bombardment, are shown.
ALBERT J. RAWLBY, St. George
girl, whose splendid piano work Is cultured and comfortably well-off,
Tlie (list part of the play is tlie
winning widespread commendation. They were drawn to Miss Tolman story of the village In the time of i
TOR REGISTER OT DEEDS
It reads: “Miss Hitching*, who acted through two particular interests, her peace, an attempt In a small wav to ,
as accompanist, is an artist that the love for books loved by them, books suggest tlie beauty of France, the '
world may hear from.”
I am still of the old school, and a resemblance music of her moonlight, the perfume
hoping for a letter from I’ncle Ed. as she bore to a deceased daughter of of Iter blossoms, the charms of her :
he is not only a music-lover, but a the family. The friendship gradually walls and her streets, her streams
musician himself, and I know what grew stronger, and as death removed and pathwitys. The latter part deals
enthusiasm and spirit he puts into some of the members of the family witli those days when France was in
such occasions as the Aroostook she was drawn closer to the only rc Gethsemane.
Lillian and Dorothy
County Festival.
maining one, Mrs. Sibley. Finally Gish are starred.—adv.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
she mad® her home with Mrs. Sibley
Many of the Festivals ate swinging and last year with her went abroad
into line. Among the recent ones I They traveled all over France. Italy
note that of Ann Arbor. Mich., the Switzerland, the British Isles, and
33rd Mat Festival; that of Keene, elsewhere—a marvelous trip—and in
X. II.. th< 24th Spring Festival given the winter through Mrs. Sibley she
by the Keene Chorus Club; ami that had a trip to Florida.
1 was in school with Nellie Tolman
of the Iktb annual Chicago North
Shore Music Festival given at and knew her very well. She was
Evanston.
Splendid artists were one of the sweetest charactered girls,
heard at each of these Festivals. At always effacing herself to help some
Ann Arbor Albert Spalding, violin one else, quiet, retiring and shy. I
ist; Chicago Symphony Orchestra; can think of no girl more deserving
Giovann! Martinelli, tenor; Mlschn of such happiness and good fortune I
Levitzki, pianist; Florence Austial. than she, or no girl who would so
tenor; appreciate a trip. 1 for one am glad
Richard Crooks
soprano;
.lames Wolfe, baritone, and others for her.
of less eminence. At Keene were
heard such artists as Joseph Lautner,
GRIP
tenor: and Lawrence Tibbett, bari
tone. At the Xorth Shore Festival
Keep the bowela open and taka
were heard the Chicago Symphony
BROWN’S RELIEF
Rockland, Maine A
Orchestra; Marie Sumlelius, soprano;
Alma Peterson, soprano; Marie Mor
on rising and retiring
Telephone 72
rissey. contralto; Vernon^ Williams,
Norway Medicine Co.
tenoi ; Mark lx»ve, bass; Ossip Ga71-74
e-52-tf
For a Cold or Cough
brllowitseh, pianist; Sylvia Lent,
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Popularity
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RALPH O. BREWSTER, Portland

WALLACE H. WHITE, Jr., Lewiston
“The Rig Show,” a circus story
under the big top will have its last
showing today.
William Desmond
in “The Winking Idol” will also he
shown.
Norma Talmadge comes Monday
and Tuesday in “Graustark.”
One sequence of the story shows
the lovely Xorma as the disguised
Princess Yetive of Graustark. sail
ing away on a liner from Xew York,
while Eugene O’Brien
struggles
vainly with a crowd on the pier in
an effort to reach her side.
When
the time came to film this sequence,
no ship large enough was at anchor
in Los Angeles harbor, and none was
due for a considerable time.
De
clining to wait, Director Dimitri
Buchowetzki ordered a liner and a
pier built inside one of the stages at
the studio.
By working three
shifts of men day and nights, the
task was accomplished in three days
and the scenes were taken on sched
ule.
“Graustark” is a modernized
version of George Barr McCutcheon’s
romantic drama.
Costumes have
been eliminated, and the stpry deals
with a modern adventure in a mod
ern kingdom situated somewhere in
the mountains in the south of Eu
rope.—adv.
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vSz^akeyburRoof
V?gather'tight!
Bird’s Liquid Roof Coating and Plastic Cement
will quickly and economically renew an old, leaky
roof, and prolong its life for many years without

additional expense.
Bird’s Liquid Roof Coating will replace in your old roof what
tire elements have taken out, and will prolong the life of the
roof for many years without making it necessary to have a
costly job of re-roofing dune. It comes ready to spread, and
can easily be applied to a pitched roof with a 4’ paint brush.
Bird’s Plastic Cement is useful for flashings around chimneys
and for repairing leaky gutters. All kinds of jobs can be done
with it--mending leaks in foundations, walls, drain pipes,
etc. It can be easily applied with a trowel or a putty knife.

Renewing your old roofs with Bird’s Liquid Roof Coating and
Plastic Cement is the modem method of repairing them. It is
quicker and cheaper.
Bird’s Liquid Roof Coating and Plastic Cement are made by
Bird & Son, inc. (Est. 1795), manufacturers of Bird’s I win
Shingles, Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofing, Paroid Roof
ing, Neponset Black Building Paper and Neponset Board.
There’s a Bird product for every sort of building!
IPettre /lendquurters fur Bird's Liquid
Hu.’/ tiualing and Plastic CtunenL.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND,

ME.

WHITE OAK

NEW RIVER SMOKELESS

COAL

ROCKLAND COAL COMPANY

WILLYS-K1NIGHT
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' OVERLAND
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